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The goal of this project is to design and develop a teleoperated master-slave surgi-
cal system that can potentially assist the physician in performing breast biopsy with a
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) compatible robotic system. MRI provides superior
soft-tissue contrast compared to other imaging modalities such as computed tomography
or ultrasound and is used for both diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. The strong mag-
netic field and the limited space inside the MRI bore, however, restrict direct means of
breast biopsy while performing real-time imaging. Therefore, current breast biopsy pro-
cedures employ a blind targeting approach based on magnetic resonance (MR) images ob-
tained a priori. Due to possible patient involuntary motion or inaccurate insertion through
the registration grid, such approach could lead to tool tip positioning errors thereby affect-
ing diagnostic accuracy and leading to a long and painful process, if repeated procedures
are required. Hence, it is desired to develop the aforementioned teleoperation system to
take advantages of real-time MR imaging and avoid multiple biopsy needle insertions,
improving the procedure accuracy as well as reducing the sampling errors.
The design, implementation, and evaluation of the teleoperation system is presented
in this dissertation. A MRI-compatible slave robot is implemented, which consists of a
1 degree of freedom (DOF) needle driver, a 3-DOF parallel mechanism, and a 2-DOF
X-Y stage. This slave robot is actuated with pneumatic cylinders through long trans-
mission lines except the 1-DOF needle driver is actuated with a piezo motor. Pneumatic
actuation through long transmission lines is then investigated using proportional pressure
valves and controllers based on sliding mode control are presented. A dedicated master
robot is also developed, and the kinematic map between the master and the slave robot
is established. The two robots are integrated into a teleoperation system and a graphical
user interface is developed to provide visual feedback to the physician. MRI experiment
shows that the slave robot is MRI-compatible, and the ex vivo test shows over 85% success
rate in targeting with the MRI-compatible robotic system. The success in performing in
vivo animal experiments further confirm the potential of further developing the proposed
robotic system for clinical applications.
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1.1 Background for Breast Cancer
Breast cancer is a class of malignant tumors that begin in the cells of the breast. It can be
noninvasive or invasive. The noninvasive breast cancers, also called “in situ”, originate
from the ducts (ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)) or lobules (lobular carcinoma in situ
(LCIS)), within which they are confined before invading other breast tissue. The invasive
breast cancers, on the other hand, have broken through the duct or glandular walls from
the sites of origin inside the ducts or lobules and spread to the surrounding breast tissue.
In American women, breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer, exclud-
ing cancers of the skin. According to the American Cancer Society, every one in eight of
American women will be diagnosed with breast cancer in her lifetime, and that accounts
for nearly one in three cancers diagnosed, excluding cancers of the skin [3]. It is also
the second leading cause of cancer death among American women, following the lung
cancer [4]. Those figures and facts evidently show that breast cancer is severely affecting
the quality of life of women. Compared to its high mortality at a later stage, breast cancer,
when at its early stage and the tumor is still small, usually does not cause symptoms and
is more treatable. Hence, it is desirable to detect and treat the breast cancer at the early
stage.
The traditional means for early detection of breast cancer are mammography and
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clinical breast examination (CBE). Mammography uses low-energy X-rays to examine
the breast while CBE is done by a health professional using palpation. Both means are
used mainly as screening tools, and further diagnostic techniques are needed, including
ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), as well as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). US is typically used for further evaluation of the positive diagnosis found in
mammography or CBE, yet it can only provide images with limited resolution and low
quality. CT can provide images in 3D space with high resolution, but it relies on multiple
X-ray scans, and the significant amount of ionizing radiation can adversely induce cancer.
On the contrary, MRI can provide high quality images with superior soft-tissue
contrast [5] but without employing ionizing radiation. Further, it is able to provide tem-
perature mapping, which can potentially be used to assess the result of thermal treatment.
Hence, MRI has been gaining popularity in recent years, especially in clinical tumor di-
agnosis. A recent study reported in [6] concluded that MRI is able to detect cancer in
the contralateral breast that is otherwise missed by mammography and CBE at the time
of initial diagnosis of breast cancer (and the negative predictive value of the cancer us-
ing MRI is 99%). Another study shows that MRI can improve the ability of diagnosing
DCIS, especially DCIS with high nuclear grade [7]. These studies strongly support the
application of MRI as a detection tool for breast cancer.
Though MRI, along with other clinical detection and assessment means including
CBE and other imaging techniques such as CT and US, may provide strongly sugges-
tive clues of a cancer diagnosis, microscopic analysis of the suspicious breast tissue is
necessary for a definitive diagnosis of breast cancer and, if positive, to acquire further in-
formation and help determine the appropriate treatment [3]. The suspicious breast tissue
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sample for the microscopic analysis is usually obtained via a needle biopsy, yet it requires
a reliable and accurate means of guidance so that the tissue sampled is actually biopsied
from the suspicious region of interest (ROI). With its superior soft-tissue contrast to iden-
tify the tumor boundary while avoiding the harmful ionizing radiation of mammography
and CT or the poor image quality of US, MRI has also been more widely used as guidance
for the breast biopsy procedures.
To take full advantage of the unparalleled image quality and soft-tissue contrast of
MRI, special care has to be taken to comply with the restrictions MRI has posed. MRI
is an imaging technique that can acquire the detailed cross-sectional images of human
body, just as CT could, but it is based on a harmless strong magnetic field rather than
the harmful ionizing radiation that CT requires. The static magnetic field strength is
typically 1.5T to 3.0T, and the technology development is pushing this number up to
7.0T [8]. While requiring the strong static magnetic field to be homogeneous to acquire
high-quality images, MRI also applies changing magnetic gradient field and strong radio
frequency (RF) magnetic field for image acquisition [5]. The high magnetic fields of MRI
make constrains severe as described below:
• The strong magnetic fields needed for magnetic resonance (MR) imaging can only
be created and maintained in a limited spatial volume, with little room for the physi-
cian to maneuver inside. To achieve high in-bore magnetic fields essential to ac-
quire high-quality MR images, most commonly used MRI scanners in recent years
adopt small closed bore design of cylindrical shape. The inner diameter (ID) of
those cylindrical scanner bores is generally 70 cm. Such a small space has to fit in
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the patient along with an appropriate imaging coil, which is used to enhance the
image quality. Little room will be left for the physician to perform any procedure
or treatment while the patient is inside the scanner bore.
• The strong in-bore magnetic fields limit the equipment that can be used inside the
scanner bore. The high static and changing magnetic gradient fields preclude the
use of ferromagnetic or paramagnetic materials, since they can be attracted by the
magnetic fields and become dangerous projectiles, damaging the MRI scanner as
well as harming the personnel. Should anything be used inside the MRI bore, it has
to be MRI safe, i.e., presenting no additional risk to the patient [9]. In the mean-
while, the equipment used should not interfere with the magnetic fields. To be more
specific, neither the operation of the equipment should be affected by the strong
magnetic fields nor the homogeneous distribution of the static magnetic field, which
determines the quality of the diagnostic information of the MR images, should be
significantly affected by the operation of the equipment or the MRI-safe materials
used to build it. That is defined as MRI compatible [9]. The strong RF field applied
for image acquisition would also discourage the use of bulky non-magnetic metal
materials close to the scanner center, as eddy current could be generated inside
those bulky metal and distort the magnetic fields.
With the above constraints, breast biopsies are currently performed manually out-
side of the MRI bore based on MR images obtained a priori through a blind targeting
approach. It is comprised of the following steps:
(1) Put the patient inside the MRI scanner and obtain MR images of the breast to iden-
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tify the suspicious breast tissue;
(2) Slide the patient out of the MRI scanner bore;
(3) Insert the MRI-compatible coaxial breast biopsy needle with the plastic guiding
cannula to a predetermined depth into the breast towards the suspicious tissue site.
The insertion is performed using a blind targeting approach and is based on the
MRI images acquired a priori;
(4) Remove the trocar needle but leave the guiding cannula in place and insert the
plastic blunt obturator (also known as stylet). The blunt obturator acts as a MRI
marker and can enhance the visibility of the guiding cannula in the MR images;
(5) Slide the patient back into the MRI scanner bore and take MR images to verify if
the tip of the guiding cannula is at the desired location;
(6) Slide the patient out of the MRI scanner bore;
(7) If the tip position of the guiding cannula is not satisfactory, remove the guiding
cannula and the blunt obturator. Then repeat steps (3)–(6);
(8) If the tip position of the guiding cannula is right at the desired tissue site, remove
the blunt obturator only and insert the biopsy gun through the guiding cannula;
(9) Perform breast biopsy operation with the biopsy gun and acquire breast core sample
of the suspicious breast tissue for later microscopic analysis;
(10) Remove the breast biopsy gun only and plant small MRI visible markers through
the guiding cannula for future reference;
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(11) Remove the guiding cannula from the patient.
The trial-and-error approach described above is a compromise of the aforemen-
tioned restrictions posed by the MRI scanner. It moves the patient to the MRI scanner
bore so that procedures with intra-operative MRI guidance is possible. However, this
approach can lead to positioning error of the tool tip due to the patient being slided into
and out of the scanner multiple times during the repeated biopsy attempts. This could
result in a long and painful process and could cause undue trauma to the patient. To take
the challenge, Sutherland et al. proposed to move the magnet of the MRI towards the
patient, and a mobile 1.5T MRI system was developed [10]. With such system, 46 neu-
rosurgical patients were treated successfully with traditional neurosurgical, nursing, and
anesthetic techniques. Effective as it has demonstrated, this system puts additional time
to the procedures, and is vulnerable to patient involuntary motion. The ultimate solution
is to develop a diagnostic capability whereby the biopsy can be guided and performed
accurately while the patient is inside the MRI bore under continuous MRI guidance. This
calls for a robotic surgical system that could perform the desired operation inside the MRI
bore by the teleoperation of the physician.
1.2 Robot-Assisted Surgery and Percutaneous Intervention
The concept of robot-assisted surgery dated back into 1980s with the initial motivation of
taking advantage of the reliability and precision of the robotic device to carry out surgi-
cal procedures requiring accurate execution. The first robot-assisted surgery with human
subject was performed on April 11, 1985 to obtain a tissue sample from a suspicious brain
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lesion [11]. The procedure carried out successfully and a positive biopsy was confirmed
on the first sample. In this very procedure, a Unimation PUMA 200 robot was used to
work under the CT guidance and place the probe guide, through which the probe was
inserted to a certain depth for tissue biopsy. In 1992, the ROBODOC from Integrated
Surgical System was introduced and successfully performed the cementless hip replace-
ment surgery by precisely milling out a cavity in the femur, which is very challenging
to achieve manually [12]. Such success also benefited from the careful planning based
on images acquired via CT scans. The combination of robotic techniques and medical
imaging guidance led to the means of performing many surgical procedures in a faster,
more accurate, reliable, and flexible way, and the initial success greatly motivated the
development of robot-assisted surgery under image guidance.
Along with the fast development of robot-assisted surgery was the advent of mini-
mally invasive surgery (MIS) in surgical techniques. The idea of MIS was to carried out
medical surgeries in such ways that would minimize the trauma resulted form the large
incisions of conventional open surgery. This would generally be achieved by entering the
body through the skin or through the body cavity or anatomical openings and with min-
imal damage to those structures. It could minimize the trauma to the patient, so that the
patient would suffer less pain from the procedure and would recover in a much shorter
time [13] with less morbidity than open surgery [14]. For patients who could not with-
stand conventional open surgery, MIS could also provide a viable means of treatment.
Martı́nez-Monge et al. reported that a patient with lung cancer could not undergo regular
treatment of surgical resection benefited from the treatment of brachytherapy with radia-
tion therapy [15]. Attractive and promising as it showed, however, MIS greatly increased
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the technology complexities for the surgeon, making procedures traditionally done in
open procedures challenging or even unapproachable, since many of the surgical sites are
difficult to access due to the presence of bones, nerves, or blood vessels [14].
With the development and application of robot-assisted surgery, more and more
MIS procedures were made possible and less challenging to perform. Degani et al. de-
veloped a highly articulated robotic probe (HARP) for cardiac surgery [16]. It used cable
actuation and could enter the pericardial cavity through a subxiphoid port without dis-
turbing the surrounding tissues and organs. Preliminary in vivo animal trials showed the
validation of the idea and the effectiveness of the device. Tadano and Kawashima de-
veloped a master slave system for laparoscopic surgery using pneumatic actuation [17].
Force sensing scheme was adopted in this surgical system for safer and more precise op-
erations, and experiments had been conducted to verify the implemented haptic interface.
While most of those robots and devices were developed under ongoing research
projects and some of them had even gone through clinical trials, none of them had been
approved in clinical settings by regulatory agencies and were not available in the market,
with only a couple of exceptions: the ZEUS
TM




robotic surgical system was developed by Computer Motion, Inc. and
consisted of three robotic arms mounted on the operating table, with two arms acting
as the extension of the surgeon’s two hands. It had been cleared by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 1994 to assist the surgeon in MIS and was used in clinical surg-
eries. Marescaux et al. applied the system in a transatlantic robot-assisted telesurgery,
and the laparoscopic cholecystectomy were carried out in a 68-year-old female success-
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fully [18]. The use of the ZEUS
TM
system was also reported in research field by Trejos et
al. in [19], where the proposed approach of percutaneous brachytherapy for lung cancer
treatment was experimentally validated. In 2003, the ZEUS
TM
system discontinued due to
the merge of Computer Motion, Inc. and Intuitive Surgical R©, which was the manufacturer
of the da Vinci R© surgical system.
The da Vinci R© surgical system was made up of mainly two subsystems: the sur-
geon’s console and the patient side system, and would create an immersive operating
environment for the surgeon [13]. It could scale down the motion of the surgeon into
micro-motion while reducing the tremors at the surgeon’s hands. As the ZEUS
TM
sys-
tem, the da Vinci R© surgical system had been approved for clinical application, and one
of its application was reported by Pisch et al. [20]. In this feasibility study, the surgical
system was used to place and suture radioactive seeds on the resection margin after the
tumor had been surgically removed. The procedure was performed easily and precisely
without any complications. The latest model of the da Vinci R© surgical systems features
six manipulator arms with a total of 41 degrees of freedom (DOFs), along with a stereo
endoscope and 3D video display. To date, the da Vinci R© surgical system has over 2, 000
installations worldwide and is the only robotic surgical system sold [14] on the market. It
has been widely used in various surgical procedures, including cardiothoracic procedure,
gynecologic surgery, urologic surgery, head and neck procedure, and general surgery.
Among various procedures in MIS, the percutaneous intervention attracted most
attention from the researchers of the robot-assisted surgical systems for its relative sim-
ple procedures. It would perform local treatment on internal organs by introducing an
appropriate needle instrument through skin [21], and those treatment could include tis-
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sue biopsy, brachytherapy (place radiative seeds in close proximity to the tumor), and
radiofrequency ablation (RFA) (apply heat generated from the high frequency alternating
current to ablate the tumor). Numerous robotic surgical systems targeting on percutaneous
interventions have been reported.
Stoianovici et al. developed the PAKY needle driver that could provide efficient
needle injection based on friction transmission and was one of the most advanced solu-
tions at the time [22]. A simple and cost-effective robotic system based on this needle
driver was optimized for percutaneous access of the kidney along with radiological image
guidance [23]. This could improve both the safety and accuracy of the procedure. With
the same PAKY needle driver, AcuBot was developed for percutaneous interventions un-
der CT or fluoroscopy guidance [24]. It had six DOFs with decoupled motion, and had
gone through cadaver study. Being able to be teleoperated to hold, orient, and advance
a needle under CT fluoroscopic guidance, AcuBot was used by Soloman et al. to avoid
radiation exposure to the physician [25]. Twenty-three procedures including core needle
biopsy and RFA had been performed in clinical trials without complications. Treatment
planning software was then developed to register and select the target, ensuring the accu-
rate placement of the needle instrument [26]. It was used to develop overlapping treatment
plans for RFA, and results from clinical trials confirmed its effectiveness. Wei et al. pre-
sented a robotic system for dynamic intra-operative prostate brachytherapy using 3D
trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging guidance [27]. A commercial robot was used in
this system, and the software tools developed with dynamic re-planning and verification
enabled sub-millimeter targeting accuracy in a phantom study.
Besides execution accuracy, robot-assisted surgery could also extend the surgeon’s
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capability by facilitating access to hard-to-reach locations or providing additional diag-
nostic and/or manipulation information, without elongating the procedure time. Maurin
et al. proposed a robotic system that would be teleoperated with haptic feedback under
CT guidance, and a prototype had been implemented for validation test [21]. Phee et
al. implemented a robotic system prototype that was for prostate needle biopsy under
TRUS guidance [28]. As a first prototype, only one axis was motorized, and the clinical
trials were performed by manipulating the robot as a passive device. Salcudean et al. de-
signed and built a four DOFs robot that could be mounted on a standard brachytherapy
stepper and translate a needle guide for precise needle insertion into tumors located in
the prostate [29]. The robot was guided with TRUS, and the radiation oncologist could
accomplish a 26 needles with 136 seeds implant in only 32 minutes with the help of
such robotic system. More image-guided robotic surgical systems were reviewed in [30],
including the aforementioned AcuBot.
1.3 Robot-Assisted Surgery under Continuous MRI Guidance
It is advantageous to use robots in surgical procedures, but the robotic devices have to be
designed and implemented carefully according to their targeting applications, due to the
natural complexity of each surgical procedure. That is especially true when developing
robotic devices under MRI environment since additional strict space constraint should be
taken into consideration. At the same time, developing such a teleoperated robotic surgi-
cal system could be beneficial as it would extend the capability of the physician to reach
the hard-to-access space inside the MRI bore. Extra care also has to be taken when devel-
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oping MRI-compatible robot to address the additional challenging restrictions posed by
the MRI machine. Other than material consideration of their magnetic susceptibility, spe-
cial MRI-compatible actuation techniques have to be employed. Due to those challenges,
despite the fact that the first robotic prototype system for MRI guided stereotactic neuro-
surgery was implemented by Masamune et al. as early as 1995 [31], only recently have the
MRI-compatible robotic technology and applications gone through a rapid evolution [32].
The basis for developing MRI-compatible robotic systems is the MRI-compatible
actuation technique. Extensive work has been done to evaluate and compare various con-
ventional actuation techniques and new actuation method, and new actuators have also
been developed. After reviewing a number of MRI-compatible robotic systems and ma-
nipulators, Elhawary et al. summarized four main groups of MRI-compatible actuation
techniques, i.e., piezo based ultrasonic motor actuation, hydraulic actuation, pneumatic
actuation, and remote manual actuation [33]. Other MRI-compatible actuation tech-
niques, such as shape memory alloy (SMA) actuation [34], are also under active explo-
ration. The ultrasonic motor is a kind of electrical motor that is actuated by ultrasonic
vibration of its actuating elements, which are commonly made of piezo/piezoelectric ma-
terials. One of its characteristics is the use of resonance phenomenon to amplify the
vibration generated by the actuating elements. In comparison, motors of similar structure
built with piezo/piezoelectric materials and under similar actuating technique could also
generate motion with acoustic vibration. These motors are generally referred as piezo
motors. Since most if not all of the ultrasonic motors used in the development of MRI-
compatible robots use piezo/piezoelectric materials as their actuator elements, ultrasonic
motor, piezo motor, and ultrasonic piezo motor can be used to refer to the same kind of
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motor, and the term ultrasonic motor is used mainly to emphasize its reliance on ultrasonic
vibration and resonance.
To validate the fitness of those actuation techniques for the purpose of application
under MRI, numerous prototypes and robotic devices have been developed, and piezo
motor is the most frequently tested due to its ease of control. Elhawary et al. used a
non-magnetic linear piezoceramic motor to build a 1-DOF test rig for MRI application,
and artifact in proximity area of the motor was observed with modest signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) loss of 14% [35] in the MR images. Fischer et al. evaluated one pneumatic
cylinder actuator and two ultrasonic motors from different vendors and found that the
pneumatic cylinder could be fully MRI compatible while the ultrasonic motors could
lead to moderate or significant loss of SNR [36]. Goldenberg et al. reported the appli-
cation of ultrasonic motors in the proposed robotic system for prostate intervention [37].
Significant SNR reduction was observed and was attributed to electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMI). Krieger et al. also reported the application of piezo-ceramic motors, and
significant SNR loss were observed while the motors were being actuated [38]. A simple
way of avoiding the side effects of using piezo motor was to place the motors at a dis-
tant away from the MRI scanning center [39]. This helped to minimize the substantial
image artifacts due to the conducting motor casing if placed close to the scanning center.
To acquire noise-free MR images with ultrasonic motors, Suzuki et al. developed a driv-
ing method that only actuated the ultrasonic motor during the “dead time”, during which
the MRI scanner stopped signal acquisition to wait for relaxation of protons [40]. Su et
al. believed the SNR loss resulted by piezoelectric motor was due to the MRI frequency
interference problem and mitigated the noise issue by customizing the motor driver board
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to generate special waveform [41]. The comparison between pneumatic and hydraulic
actuations conducted by Yu et al. showed that both techniques were MRI compatible with
different actuation performance [42]. Generally, pneumatic actuation is more favorable
for MRI-compatible application over hydraulic actuation, but with lower position accu-
racy and less smooth movement. To improve position accuracy of pneumatic actuation,
a novel pneumatic step motor with complicated design was developed by Stoianovici et
al. and could easily achieve 0.5mm position accuracy [43]. Another pneumatic stepping
actuator with simpler structure and fewer parts was designed by Sajima et al. and used in
a 2-DOF non-metal manipulator, with a maximum positioning error of 0.8mm [44].
With different choices of MRI-compatible actuation techniques and targeting at dif-
ferent surgical applications, various proof-of-concept prototypes and multi-DOF surgical
robotic systems and manipulators have been designed and developed. Besides Masamune
et al., Chinzei et al. were among the pioneers who introduced robotic surgical system
under MRI environment. They had reported in 2000 the implementation of a MRI-
compatible surgical assist robot with 5 DOFs [45]. However, the robot was only used for
tool positioning in a double-doughnut open MRI system with a magnetic field strength
of merely 0.5T. Most part of the robotic device was placed outside of the MRI scanner
and only two arms were allowed to enter the imaging volume to minimize image dis-
tortion. Later, Krieger et al. reported for transrectal prostate imaging and intervention a
novel remotely actuated manipulator with small fiducial markers at known locations on
it [46]. Those fiducial markers would allow for MRI guidance in standard closed bore
scanner. Based on this manipulator, a completely new design and implementation of a
MRI-compatible robotic device actuated with piezo-ceramic-motor was presented in [38],
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with significant SNR loss while the motors were being actuated. Moser and Gassert et
al. developed a 1-DOF proof-of-concept MRI-compatible master slave system using hy-
draulic transmission and achieved a manipulation accuracy of a few micrometers over a
range of several centimeters [47, 48]. Elhawary et al. designed a 5-DOF prostate biopsy
manipulator using piezoceramic motors and the feasibility was shown with a 1-DOF test
rig implementing closed loop position control [35]. Goldenberg et al. developed a 6-
DOF MRI-compatible robotic system for prostate interventions using ultrasonic motors
and had achieved less than 2mm positioning accuracy [37]. Sutherland et al. adopted
the dexterous manipulator design for the International Space Station and implemented
the MRI-compatible neuroArm, which had 7 DOFs and was manufactured primarily of
titanium and some hard plastic material [49]. With ultrasonic piezoelectric actuators, the
neuroArm was able to perform microsurgery at a spatial resolution of 50 to 100µm, yet
more validation studies should be conducted to quantify the system performance. Su et
al. also used piezoelectric actuators and developed for prostate brachytherapy a 6-DOF
prototype with a high-resolution fiber optic force sensor and only 2% SNR loss was ob-
served in the MRI-compatibility test [41]. Based on the novel pneumatic step motor de-
sign [43], Stoianovici et al. developed an MRI-unperceivable robot, MrBot, to carry out
transperineal needle insertions for prostate intervention [50]. Fischer et al. initially devel-
oped a 4-DOF MRI-compatible needle placement robot for prostate interventions using
pneumatic cylinders with only 2-DOF actively controlled as a proof-of-concept [51], and
this work is continued by Song et al. with a new workspace-optimized 4-DOF robot for
MRI-guided prostate biopsy and brachytherapy. The new robot was based on modular
system design and utilized external damping mechanism to improve pneumatic cylinder
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positioning accuracy [52].
While the development of MRI-compatible robotic devices for prostate interven-
tions has attracted most attention, robotic devices for breast lesions are also under active
development. The first robotic system for biopsy and therapy of breast lesions under a
1.5T high-field whole-body MRI unit has been developed by Kaiser et al., and the in
vitro experiment showed the feasibility of a combination of imaging with biopsy and sub-
sequent therapy [53], though the needle approach direction in their system was limited.
Larson et al. developed a 5-DOF ultrasonic motor actuated robotic stereotactic device
for minimally invasive interventions in the breast with real-time MRI-guidance, and sub-
millimeter repeatability of the probe tip for same-direction point-to-point movement was
achieved [39, 54]. Kokes et al. developed a 1-DOF MRI-compatible robot for RFA of the
breast tumors with hydraulic actuation and interfaced it with a PHANToM haptic feed-
back device controlled from outside of the MRI room [55, 56]. That is the pioneer work
based on which the work documented here developed.
There are also ongoing research to develop MRI-compatible surgical robots for
other interventional procedures. Raoufi et al. presented a novel modular robot design
to perform neurosurgery guided by MRI with ultrasonic motor actuation [57], and its
control paradigm as well as two proposed brain biopsy procedures using MRI guidance
was detailed in [58]. The design was further revised to replace the ultrasonic motors using
either hydraulic cylinders or pneumatic motors in [59]. Zemiti et al. developed based on
specially designed pneumatic motor a light puncture robot (LPR) that was both CT and
MRI-compatible and could perform abdominal and thoracic punctures [60]. Pappafotis et
al. reported a preliminary design of a 6-DOF highly dexterous MRI-compatible robot, and
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actuation with SMA was proposed and verified in one of its links [61]. Ho et al. continued
that work and redesigned the robot to have it actuated with SMA wires for each of its links,
and showed good controllability of that robot under real-time MRI guidance [34]. The
systems mentioned here are far from exhaustive, and more MRI-compatible robotic and
mechatronic systems can be found in [33] and [62].
Robotic devices for non-surgical purpose have also been developed. Hou et al. im-
plemented a MRI-compatible force feedback system that could be used both in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and event-related potential (ERP) [63]. This device
was then applied in hand-grip tasks and finger movement experiments to explore the re-
lationship between force output and brain activation mode in normal subject and stroke
patient. With custom-developed pneumatic air motor, Tse et al. developed a 3-DOF MRI-
compatible mechatronic system and used it to position a variety of limbs at the magic
angle inside closed-bore MRI scanner [64]. It helped to take advantage of the “magic
angle” effect and increase the signal intensity observed at the tendon or cartilage in the
MR images. These MRI-compatible devices were simple in their functionality compared
to those surgical systems, yet they were developed in ways that would conform to the
restrictions posed by the MRI environment.
1.4 Solution for Breast Biopsy under Continuous MRI Guidance
With the space constraint of the MRI machine, the breast biopsy under continuous MR
imaging guidance inside the MRI scanner bore has to be performed by a robotic device;
and the magnetic fields inside the scanner bore require that the robot be built with MRI-
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safe materials and actuated with MRI-compatible actuation techniques. Such a robot
would be teleoperated by the physician who stays inside the MRI control room to access
the MR images acquired in real-time and ensures that the breast biopsy needle will be
inserted into the target lesion. Hence, a “one-sitting procedure” is pursued, whereby
identification of tumor boundaries, placement of the needle, assessment of placement
accuracy, and even treatment such as RFA and its assessment can be done in one sitting,
without removing the patient from the MRI scanner or disrupting tumor location. The
envisioned scheme is shown in Figure 1.1.
The MRI-compatible robot shown in Figure 1.1 would have multiple DOFs and
should be able to access various tumor locations in the breast. It can be fitted into the
MRI machine and fixed at the back of the scanner bore or on the MRI bed. Teleoperated
by the physician who accesses the real-time MR images inside the MRI control room, this
slave robot could maneuver underneath the headrest while the patient lies on the MRI bed
and perform needle insertion task through the front opening of the breast coil. With such
surgical setup, the breast biopsy procedure can be reformed as follows:
(1) Prepare the teleoperated surgical system with the MRI-compatible slave robot;
(2) Put the patient inside the MRI scanner and take MR images of the breast to locate
the suspicious breast tissue;
(3) Teleoperate the MRI-compatible slave robot while watching the MR images ac-
quired in real time to prepare for needle insertion by moving the needle close to the
breast and adjusting the needle orientation;




















































the coaxial breast biopsy needle with the plastic guiding cannula to the target lo-
cation in one single insertion. The needle orientation can be re-adjusted as needed
during insertion;
(5) Slide the patient out of the MRI scanner bore;
(6) Remove the trocar needle only and leave the guiding cannula, and then insert the
biopsy gun through the guiding cannula;
(7) Perform breast biopsy with the biopsy gun and acquire breast core specimen of the
suspicious breast tissue for microscopic analysis;
(8) Remove the biopsy gun and/or perform immediate treatment accordingly if needed;
(9) Plant small MRI visible markers through the guiding cannula for future reference,
and remove the cannula from the breast of the patient.
The above procedure simplifies and speeds up the current breast biopsy procedure
by eliminating the “trial and error” phase while taking advantage of the execution preci-
sion of the robotic device, performing breast biopsy right on the lesion.
The goal of the project described in this dissertation is to develop a teleoperated
master-slave surgical system with a MRI-compatible slave robot that can perform breast
biopsy needle insertion under continuous MRI guidance. The slave robot is built with
MRI-safe material and MRI-compatible actuators, i.e., pneumatics and piezo motors, and
its design, development and analysis is presented in Chapter 2. The modeling and control
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of the pneumatic actuation system is detailed in Chapter 3. The design and implemen-
tation of the master manipulator is covered in Chapter 4. The system integration and
teleoperation as well as a graphical user interface (GUI) is described in Chapter 5, and
the result of the ex vivo phantom test and in vivo live swine test is discussed in Chapter 6.
Finally, concluding remarks and discussions for future work are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Design and Development of the MRI-Compatible Slave Robot
To achieve the goal of developing a teleoperated master-slave surgical system that can
perform breast biopsy needle insertion under continuous MRI guidance, it is imperative
to develop a slave robot that is MRI-compatible and can perform the needle insertion tasks
for breast biopsy. Unlike conventional surgical environments, MRI imposes strong mag-
netic fields that rule out the possibility of utilizing most commercially available equipment
as well as the traditional actuators. Hence, it requires special care to use appropriate raw
materials and actuators to implement the slave robot.
This chapter presents in detail the design and development of the MRI-compatible
slave robot and is organized as follows. The challenges posed by the MRI environment
are reviewed in Section 2.1. Then, a 4-DOF MRI-compatible slave robot prototype is
designed and built in Section 2.2, followed by a MRI-compatibility evaluation experiment
in Section 2.3. Based on the result of that preliminary study, a slave robot is designed
and implemented in Section 2.4, and the evaluation result of its MRI-compatibility is
presented in Section 2.5. The kinematic analysis of the developed slave robot is then
described in Section 2.6, and its control scheme is briefly described in Section 2.7. This
chapter summarizes in Section 2.8.
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2.1 Challenges to Develop MRI-Compatible Robots
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique that uses the nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) property to image the nuclei of atoms and hence reconstructs the
inner structure of a biological body. The MRI machine employs a very strong static and
homogeneous magnetic field ranging from 1.5T to 7.0T to align the magnetic moments
of certain kinds of atoms, such as hydrogen (1H), which is highly abundant in biologi-
cal body. Those kinds of atoms have unpaired protons and neutrons and, hence, exhibit
net magnetic effect under the strong magnetic field. When a pulsed RF magnetic field is
applied, energy at a certain frequency that is proportional to the strength of the applied
static magnetic field will be absorbed. The absorbed energy rotates the net magnetic mo-
ments of those atoms away from their previously aligned axis to a certain angle, which is
called the flip angle. Such flip angle is proportional to the strength and the duration of the
applied RF pulse. Upon removal of the pulsed RF magnetic field, the magnetic moments
restore to their original direction and energy absorbed is emitted in the form of RF signals
at the corresponding frequency. Meanwhile, a gradient magnetic field is applied and used
to shift the RF frequency that stimulates the tissues so that the frequency of the emitted
RF signals is also shifted accordingly and corresponds to the specific location of the tis-
sues. Those RF signals are picked up by the MRI scanner and analyzed to reconstruct the
chemical composition of the tissues being scanned and form the MR images that will be
used for clinical diagnosis.
The imaging process described above involves a strong static and homogeneous
magnetic field, a gradient magnetic field, and a pulsed RF magnetic field that together
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determine the final emitted RF signals. Therefore, to ensure high-quality RF signals be
generated and used to synthesize high-quality MR images, the interference on those three
magnetic fields should be kept minimal if not completely avoided.
With such a magnetic environment, it is challenging to safely place a robot inside
the MRI bore and operate it therein, without interfering with the strong but delicate mag-
netic fields inside.
Firstly, the robot has to be built with appropriate materials. Ferromagnetic materials
are strictly prohibited inside the MRI since they can be attracted by the strong magnetic
fields and become dangerous projectiles that can damage the MRI machine or even hurt
the personnel nearby (missile effect). Apart from ferromagnetic materials, many other
metals are also not encouraged for use inside the MRI bore, since significant artifacts
can be produced in the images due to the eddy current induced by either the changing
magnetic field during scanning or the motion of the robot.
Ideally, polymer materials such as Delrin R© and Teflon R© are preferred construction
materials since they are both nonmagnetic and dielectric. While polymer materials are
used for as many parts as possible, however, metal materials are at times required for
structural parts that require higher mechanical stiffness and strength that polymer mate-
rials cannot provide [65]. Under those circumstances, nonmagnetic metals are used and
those metallic parts would be placed as far away from the target lesion as allowed to
minimize the possible artifacts and image quality degradation.
Titanium is the most ideal material for use in MRI-compatible robots since it is
strong, light-weight, corrosion-resistant, and most importantly, MRI-safe. However, it is
rarely used in MRI-compatible robotic research and development since the final mecha-
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tronic system is a balance of desired function, MRI-compatibility, and the manufacturing
cost [65] while titanium is expensive and challenging to machine.
Nonmagnetic metals such as brass and aluminum are thus most commonly used for
customized parts due to their cost and machinability; while the 300 series stainless steel,
or more specifically, the 316 stainless steel, is more commonly seen in the nonmagnetic
version of some commercially available products. Nevertheless, nonmagnetic products
built with 316 stainless steel have to be tested carefully after the manufacturing process
since the magnetic susceptibility of the 316 stainless steel can increase from 0.003 to 9
when heavily cold worked [66], rendering it unfit for use in MRI. The brass and aluminum
do not exhibit such behavior and MRI tests have shown that Alloy 360 (brass) and Alloy
3601 (aluminum) render modest magnetic field interference and are hence used as the
primary nonmagnetic metal materials.
Secondly, the actuation techniques that would be used to actuate the robot have to be
MRI-compatible. That essentially means that not only the materials used to build the ac-
tuator have to be MRI-safe, but also the actuation itself should not introduce any artifacts
in the MR images, nor its operation be affected by the presence of the strong magnetic
fields. The well-developed electrical motors can no longer be utilized in such scenarios as
they are based on the electro-magnetic effect. The magnetic field generated during motor
operation can interfere with the homogeneous magnetic field inside the MRI bore, signifi-
cantly degrading the image quality, not to mention the fact that the materials used to build
them are usually ferromagnetic or even include magnets that are strictly prohibited inside
the MRI environment. Review of the actuation techniques that can be used under the MRI
environment has been performed by various researchers and Elhawary et al. summarized
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the major MRI-compatible actuation techniques into four categories, i.e., remote man-
ual actuation, ultrasonic motors based on piezoceramic principle, hydraulic transmission,
and pneumatic transmission [33], while the potential of other MRI-compatible actuation
techniques such as SMA is under active investigation.
Among all the aforementioned actuation techniques, remote manual actuation pro-
vides an inexpensive method to achieve MRI-compatible actuation, but at the cost of
slower procedure and lower resolution than the motorized actuation [33], and hence are
less popular than other actuation techniques.
Ultrasonic piezo motor has the advantage of being inherently safe with respect to
power failure as it does not need electrical power to keep the posture of the manipula-
tor [67]. However, the MR image quality cannot be ensured with ultrasonic piezo mo-
tor actuation since the piezoceramic elements are often embedded inside ferrous mate-
rials [33]. Also, the choice of the high-frequency actuating electrical signals that the
ultrasonic piezo motor actuation relies on does not taken into account the frequency band
the MRI machine operates on, and that could lead to severe signal interference and would
cause moderate to significant image quality degradation when in actuation [36, 38, 50,
51]. Therefore, it is not recommended to operate the ultrasonic piezo motor while the
MRI scanning is taking place [37]. Despite all those limitations, ultrasonic piezo mo-
tor actuation is still widely used due to its analogous structure to traditional motors and
convenience of application, and they should be carefully chosen before usage to avoid
ferrous materials and be placed away from the scanning target to minimize the effect of
any electrical noise introduced from its electrical driver.
The actuation of SMA, though with a large force density and is potentially MRI-
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compatible, provides limited force and/or displacement output and can only generate
force from milli-newtons [61] up to a few newtons [34] unless complicated configuration
is arranged. Therefore, the actuation of SMA is more suitable for micro- to meso-scale
robots.
In comparison, hydraulic and pneumatic actuation techniques offer the advantage
of maintaining high SNRs [42] or even no negative impact in all configurations [36] at a
closer location to the scanning target. Due to the compressibility of air, pneumatic actu-
ation is back drivable and natural impedance, which makes it more favorable for fast or
force-control applications. Also, pneumatic systems are easier to maintain compared to
hydraulic systems, since hydraulic systems can suffer from cavitation and fluid leakage.
Further, pneumatic systems are clean and safe even with a transmission fluid spill condi-
tion that could compromise the sterility condition of the surgical environment in the case
of hydraulic actuation [50, 68, 69].
Therefore, pneumatic actuation has been chosen as the primary means of actua-
tion for the slave robot implementation, with piezo motor actuation as the supplemental
method.
Thirdly, the sensors used in the robot implementation should be MRI-compatible.
A good review of the sensing techniques that are suitable for MRI application has been
presented by Gassert et al. with the categorization of electrically active sensors, electri-
cally passive sensors, and nonmagnetic non-conducting sensors [70]. The electrically ac-
tive sensors are electrically powered and include strain gauge as well as potentiometers.
Some of those sensors can be used but require proper shielding to retain their nominal
functions. Yang et al. has reported that without shielding, the reading of a commercially
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available nonmagnetic force sensor was compromised by the MRI scanning sequence [2].
The electrically passive sensors are those using passive electrodes to measure potentials
of the targeting physical quantity. However, those sensors are mostly used to measure
biological body potentials and are not very appropriate for robot implementation. The
nonmagnetic non-conducting sensing approach utilizes fluid or light to transmit the power
and is the most preferred for MRI application. Force sensors based on fiber-optic tech-
niques have been developed with good MRI evaluation results reported in [70, 71]. In the
systems developed in the ensuing sections, a customized fiber-optic force sensor as well
as potentiometers and optical encoders are used with caution.
2.2 Design and Implementation of the MRI-Compatible Prototype Robot
Other than the material and actuation / sensing restrictions described in Section 2.1, the
MRI machine also poses space constraints to the robot. The standard MRI scanner bore
is generally 70 cm in diameter and has to fit in the patient along with the appropriate
imaging coil that is essential for high quality image acquisition, leaving little space to the
robot. Hence, the slave robot must have a compact footprint that can not only fit into the
limited space available but also be able to maneuver and achieve a workspace that can
include most of the possible sites of breast tumor.
Given such significant in-bore space constraint, a compact design with parallel
mechanism has been proposed as a key subsystem. The parallel mechanism pursued
in this section has three DOFs in total, with one DOF in translation and the other two in
rotation. Along with a needle driver that provides the fourth DOF and advances the nee-
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dle, a 4-DOF MRI-compatible breast biopsy slave robot is designed and implemented as
a prototype to validate the feasibility of building a robot that can assist performing breast
biopsies under continuous MRI guidance. The parallel mechanism is actuated with pneu-
matic cylinders and the needle driver is actuated with a piezo motor placed away from
the scanning target. Figure 2.1 shows the implemented robot prototype and the detailed
design of the parallel mechanism as well as the needle driver is described in the following
subsections.
2.2.1 Parallel Mechanism of the Prototype Robot
Parallel mechanism is a kind of mechanism whose end effector is connected to its base
through a number of similar and independent linkages in parallel, and is more rigid and
compact compared to serial manipulators. It can also provide a very good absolute as well
as repetitive positioning of its end-effector [21]. Therefore, parallel mechanism has been a
popular choice and has been used in various industrial and research applications [72–83].
Among all kinds of parallel mechanism, the 6-DOF Stewart platform structure is
the most popular and has found wide applications. Salcudean et al. designed and imple-
mented an inverted, ceiling-mounted Stewart platform with hydraulic actuation and used
it as a one person motion simulator [74]. The modeling, simulation, and control of such
Stewart platform was presented in detail in [84]. A novel design of a hydraulic actuated
Stewart platform has been reported by van Silfhout to support scientific instruments that
would require a stable alignment base with high-precision motion [76]. The implemented






































































































































al. built a Stewart platform with pneumatic struts and applied it to achieve heavy load vi-
bration isolation for airborne payloads [77]. Aracil et al. used the Stewart platform struc-
ture in a different way and built a parallel robot for autonomous climbing along tubular
structures [78] while Tanaka et al. developed a force-driven joystick based on Stewart
structure with pneumatic actuation [82]. Also, based on the six-link Stewart platform
structure, Burdea et al. developed the pneumatically actuated “Rutgers Ankle” [85–87],
and the control of such devices was investigated in detail by Yoon et al. [88]. They
were than applied in ankle and gait rehabilitation [79, 80] with preliminary case study
results reported in [89]. In addition to applying Stewart platform into various applica-
tions, Nanua et al. reported a forward kinematics solution for a six-link platform [90],
while Liu et al. performed thorough kinematic analysis and proposed a simple algorithm
to solve the forward kinematics [91]. Yurt et al. performed error analysis and motion de-
termination on a flight simulator modeled as a Stewart platform, and Ukidev et al. studied
the fault tolerance property of the manipulators and applied redundency to optimize the
manipulability of the Stewart platforms.
In cases where less maneuverability were required, parallel mechanisms with less
complicated structures had been designed and applied. Pfreundschuh, Kumar and Sugar
developed a 3-DOF in-parallel manipulator with pneumatic actuation to serve as a wrist of
a robot arm or an ankle for a walking robot, and the detailed study on the kinematics, con-
trol, dynamics behaviour of the device were presented in [72, 73, 75]. Ning et al. designed
and developed a new wire-driven 3-DOF parallel manipulator that potentially could find
wide applications in industries due to its simple structure and low cost [81], and a sim-
ilar mechanical structure was reported by Raparelli et al. but with smart wire actuation
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(SMA) [92]. D’Angelle et al. developed a new parallel robot called PmarNeedle and the
targeting application would be needle surgery [83].
The parallel mechanism utilized in the prototype design comprises of three RPS
(Revolute, Prismatic, and Spherical) joint structures spaced evenly in 120◦ increment
along each circle on the two platforms, as shown schematically in Figure 2.2. By chang-
ing the lengths of its three independent extensible links, Li (i = 1, 2, 3), the orientation of
the top mobile platform, to which the mobile frame Fm (omxmymzm) attaches, can be ad-
justed, and the spatial position of the mobile platform center om is changed accordingly.
The rotation of the mobile platform along its z-axis, zm, is not implemented since the
needle is axially symmetric and aligned to that axis, and is unnecessary. Its three DOFs
combined with the insertion DOF provided by the needle driver that is discussed later in
Section 2.2.2 together enable the positioning of the needle tip at any point in 3-D space.
A similar mechanism has also been explored by other researchers and some of them can
be found in [75] and [93].
The parallel mechanism, as shown in Figure 2.1, is attached horizontally to a verti-
cal plate, which will later be replaced with an X-Y stage that is discussed in Section 2.4.3
to enable position adjustment in the vertical plane, as illustrated in the envisioned system
scheme in Figure 1.1. The parallel mechanism is designed to move underneath the head-
rest and reach the target lesion inside the breast coil; therefore, the parallel mechanism is
relatively compact in the radial direction and long in the longitudinal direction. Each of its
extensible links has a minimum length of 400mm and is attached to both platforms along
the circumferences of an r-radius and an R-radius circle, respectively. Though the radii























































































































































































































(a) Assembly of the 3-DOF parallel mechanism and the needle driver
(b) Detailed view of an individual link of the parallel mechanism
Figure 2.3: The 4-DOF breast biopsy slave robot prototype
and the kinematic derivation in Section 2.6 will show that the kinematic constraint of the
parallel mechanism depends only on the circle radius of the top mobile platform, identical
radius has been chosen for both the top mobile platform and the base platform to make
the parallel mechanism more compact, with r = R = 38.1mm. The entire prototype
robot and one link of the parallel mechanism are shown in Figure 2.3.
The key component of each extensible link is the brass pneumatic cylinder (Allenair
Brass Cylinder, C-7/8x3-BU-L-SZ), which is chosen for its high strength and being non-
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magnetic at the expense of higher stiction force. It provides 76.2mm (3") stroke and
attaches to the base platform via two aluminum blocks that support a 1/4" outer diam-
eter (OD) brass pin (McMaster, 97325A185), about which the link rotates. The link is
extended to the desired length with a thin aluminum rod to reach the targeting space so
that sufficient room near the mobile platform would be provided for the needle driver to
manipulate. The rod of the brass cylinder and the aluminum rod are attached together
with a Delrin R© block which also houses the position sensor wiper (spectrasymbol, WP-
M1-01-03-014-DI). The wiper and the sensing membrane potentiometer (spectrasymbol,
TSP-L-0100-103-1%-RH) attached to the plastic sensor support together provide the po-
sition information of the cylinder with a resolution of less than 0.1mm. At the other
end of the aluminum rod is a universal joint (Small Parts, UJD-3/3-01) that is made of
brass and Delrin R© and holds a 3/16" OD brass pin (McMaster, 97325A165). This pin is
glued to a plastic ball bearing (McMaster, 6455K7) that is embedded into the aluminum
mobile platform. The universal joint, with its two rotational DOFs, and the ball bearing
that provides the third rotational DOF orthogonal to the previous two DOFs together be-
have kinematically as a spherical joint, and the pivot point of such spherical joint is at the
rotation center of the universal joint.
2.2.2 Needle Driver of the Robot Prototype
With the target application of percutaneous intervention, the design and implementation
of the needle driver is crucial to achieve the desired functionality. The PARK needle
driver developed by Stoianovici et al. takes advantage of the friction force to perform
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needle insertion and the exertable insertion force is inherently limited due to its reliance
on the friction [22]. Trejos et al. has developed a needle driver device for brachytherapy,
yet it can only retract the hollow needle loaded with radioactive seeds to place the seeds
into the tissue, and the needle insertion should be performed by the robotic manipulator
that holds such needle driver [14]. Shah et al. developed a novel rotating needle driver
with complicated design [94]. This needle driver could spin the needle at different speed
and has the safety feature to release the needle when the sensed force exceeds a per-
determined limit; however, it is expected to work with the AcuBot under CT guidance,
and is not appropriate to perform breast biopsy needle insertion under continuous MRI
guidance.
The needle driver designed and implemented for the prototype robot is shown in
Figure 2.4. A fiber-optic force sensor is attached to the needle driver and is used to sense
the interaction force between the needle and the soft-tissue. Such force information could
be provided to the physician during the procedure and facilitate the detection of transitions
between tissue layers, thus reducing needle placement error [95]. The force sensor was
developed by Tan et al. and measures the force by monitoring the intensity change of the
light reflected from an elastic frame structure, which would deform under external load.
For detailed design and implementation of the force sensor, please refer to [71].
The needle can be advanced using screw motion by rotating the one-end threaded
biopsy needle about the fixture. This fixture is fixed to the fiber-optic force sensor that
attaches to the aluminum mobile platform through a Delrin R© block. MR markers are em-
bedded inside this block to provide the position and orientation information of the mobile
platform. Based on the design constraints, motors that are small enough to mount on the
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Figure 2.4: Photo of the needle driver prototype attached with a force sen-
sor
mobile platform cannot provide sufficient torque to advance the needle. In addition, it is
necessary to mount the motor at a distance away from the mobile platform to minimize
its negative impact on the MR images. In the design shown in Figure 2.3(a), the motor
utilized is a piezo motor (LEGS-R01NM-10 from PiezoMotors, Sweden) and is mounted
at the base of the robot, which is over 400mm away from the scanning target. The re-
maining challenge is to reliably transmit the rotational power and drive the biopsy needle
without hindering the mobile platform to move in the 3-D space.
Due to the space constraint, a compact mechanism is needed to transmit the rota-
tional power and has to be able to translate in the lateral directions as the mobile platform
re-orientates or the needle advances. The conventional method of using rigid shaft is no
longer appropriate since the mobile platform can be manipulated to arbitrary orientation
with respect to the base platform with slight offsets in both horizontal and vertical di-
rections. Therefore, the flexible transmission approached is proposed and implemented.
A slider, as shown in Figure 2.4, is incorporated in the design to provide the required
translational DOF when either the mobile platform translates or the needle advances. The
slider is able to positively transmit the rotational power with a special rectangular shape.
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Two rotational DOF are provided by connecting a universal joint (Small Parts, UJD-3/3-
01) in series with the slider, and higher orders of bending that is required while actuating
the pneumatic cylinders to operate the parallel mechanism are supplemented by a semi-
flexible Teflon R© shaft that joins the universal joint and the biopsy needle.
The drawback of this approach is the drilling effect when the needle is inserted
into the tissue with rotation. This could cause extra damage to the tissue due to unusual
dimension of a standard biopsy needle (8 gauge, or 4.191mm in diameter). This issue is
addressed later in the revised implementation discussed in Section 2.4.2.
2.3 MRI-Compatibility Evaluation of the Robot Prototype
To verify the MRI-compatibility of the slave robot prototype, MRI tests have been con-
ducted under the experimental setup shown in Figure 2.5. The robot prototype was
mounted on the black aluminum frame and was placed inside the MRI bore pointing
to a homemade phantom, which consisted of a mixture of 200ml boiling water with 7 g
gelatin powder (Knox gelatin, Kraft Foods Global Inc.).
Testing was performed using a Siemens 3T Tim Trio MR scanner (Siemens Med-
ical Solutions; Malvern, PA) and the phantom was imaged using a T1-weighted gra-
dient echo acquisition with TE/TR = 9.4/500ms, flip angle = 75
◦, bandwidth =
200Hz/pixel, FoV = 120× 120mm, matrix = 512 × 512, and slice thickness = 3mm.
A T2-weighted imaging sequence would generally generate a sharper image, but the
T1-weighted imaging sequence was used because future experiments involving dynamic
imaging would be based on T1-weighted sequences. To examine the effect of each fac-
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c© 2011 IEEE
Figure 2.5: Experimental setup for the MRI evaluation of the robot proto-
type. Reprint from [2], c© IEEE.
tor on the MR image quality, the phantom was imaged under four different conditions as
listed below:
1. Imaging the phantom without the presence of the robot prototype and the images
acquired would serve as the ground truth;
2. Imaging the phantom with the robot but without actuation;
3. Imaging the phantom with pneumatic actuation but without piezo motor actuation;
4. Imaging the phantom without pneumatic actuation but with piezo motor actuation.
The MR images acquired under the aforementioned conditions are shown in Fig-
ure 2.6. Figure 2.6(a) shows the MR image of the phantom without the robot while
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(a) Ground truth image without robot (b) Image with unactuated robot
(c) Image with only pneumatic actuation (d) Image with only piezo motor actuation
Figure 2.6: MR images of the phantom with the robot prototype and its
actuation. The four corners and the center square of each im-
age are the ROIs used to calculate the SNR for the noise and
the signal, respectively.
Figure 2.6(b) is with the robot but without any actuation. The MR images acquired with
pneumatic and piezo motor actuation are shown in Figure 2.6(c) and Figure 2.6(d), re-
spectively. The phantom can be seen clearly from Figure 2.6(b)-2.6(d), which shows that
the robot prototype is not producing significant artifacts or image distortion. If needed,
better images can be acquired with proper shielding of the robot.
To further determine the degree of MRI-compatibility using quantitative measure-
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Table 2.1: SNRs of the MR images with the robot prototype
Experimental Setup SNR Values
Ground truth without robot 109.36
With robot but without actuation 105.99
With pneumatic actuation only 112.24
With piezo motor actuation only 98.04
ments, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined as the ratio of the mean pixel value of the
signal to the standard deviation of the pixel value of the background noise, is adopted.
SNR is a relative measurement to evaluate the influence of the robot prototype and its
actuation and such measurement is heavily observer dependant. The images acquired
under different imaging sequence could result widely spanned SNR values depending
on the choices of the imaging parameters. Likewise, choosing various subjects can also
lead to large SNR variation of the MR images. Hence, the comparison of SNR values
is meaningful only within the same study using the same imaging sequence, and signifi-
cant difference should be expected between SNRs of a high-resolution diagnostic image,
based on which the radiologist would make a medical decision, and that of the images
for navigation purpose as used in this evaluation experiment. The SNR computation of
the four MR images are performed on the original digital imaging and communications
in medicine (DICOM) images and the SNR values are summarized in Table 2.1. Only
modest SNR variation has been observed.
Figure 2.6(c) is one of the 22 MRI slice images taken in 122 seconds while the robot
was actuated pneumatically to move in a periodical way by sending sinusoidal position
signals with 120◦ phase lag to two of the links. As a result of such periodic motion, eddy
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current was induced in the aluminum mobile platform along with other metal parts of
the robot prototype and created magnetic field disturbance accordingly, which rendered
overlapping phantom images in the MR image. Those false signals in turn lead to a
slightly higher SNR value. In practical application, however, the slave would either stand
still to take a static image with long scanning time for registration as the case of the image
shown, or move under real-time dynamic imaging guidance with very short scanning time
for each image. Therefore, the phenomenon shown in Figure 2.6(c) is not expected to be
observed in practical application and such image SNR change will not be experienced.
Piezo motors, even carefully built with nonmagnetic material and actuated with rel-
ative low-frequency electrical signal, could still introduce electromagnetic (EM) noise
from the driving electronics and cause interference at the MRI acquisition band. Such
interference cannot be removed completely despite using shielded power cable and pass-
ing it through the filter panel. Hence, they should be placed a distance away from the
scanning target, as required in the needle driver design in Section 2.2.2. By placing the
motor at the very back behind the base platform of the parallel mechanism, clear MR
phantom images with minimal distortion and modest SNR loss have been obtained. One
such example is shown in Figure 2.6(d).
2.4 Design and Implementation of the MRI-Compatible Slave Robot
Based on the design and evaluation result in Section 2.2 and 2.3, the design and imple-
mentation of a multi-DOF MRI-compatible slave robot that has full motion capability is
presented in this section. The computer-aided design (CAD) drawing of the robot inside
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the MRI bore can be found in Figure 1.1 and a photo of the actual robot is shown in
Figure 2.7. The detailed CAD drawing of each component is listed in Appendix A. Sim-
ilar to its prototype, this robot maneuvers under the headrest and access from the front
opening of the breast coil, on which the patient lies. With continuous MR imaging guid-
ance and the physician in the loop to manipulate the slave robot and compensate for the
positioning error, the targeting error due to patient involuntary motion in between scans
could be significantly minimized. This version of robot consists of a 1-DOF piezo motor
actuated needle driver that has been redesigned based on its previous version, a 3-DOF
pneumatically actuated parallel mechanism with minor modifications, and a new 2-DOF
X-Y stage that is actuated with two pneumatic cable cylinders. Comparing with its proto-
type, the newly implemented X-Y stage provides gross positioning and is used to support
and move the parallel mechanism. This represents the macro-micro robotic system design
concept. The novel 3-D ultrasound guided robotic system for prostate brachytherapy de-
veloped by Yousef et al. follows this concept [96]. The ZEUS
TM
surgical system and the
da Vinci R© surgical system can also be considered to have such macro-mirco architecture.
The detailed design of each subsystem or the revisions based on the previous prototype is
described in the following subsections.
2.4.1 Parallel Mechanism of the Slave Robot
For the implementation of the slave robot, the design of the parallel mechanism in the
robot prototype has been adopted with minor modifications. The newly implemented par-








































(Allenair Brass Cylinder, C-7/8x3-BU-L-SZ). One ends of those brass cylinders connect
to the mobile platform with kinematically equivalent ball joints (using serial connection
of a universal joint (Small Parts, UJD-3/3-01) and a ball bearing (McMaster, 6455K7) ).
On the other ends, those cylinders connect to the base platform with pin joints. These
three cylinders are evenly spaced with 120◦ increments and are attached to both platforms
on circles. By controlling the cylinder lengths with mass flow rate valves placed inside
the control room through long pneumatic transmission lines, one translational and two
rotational DOFs are achieved.
In this implementation, both platforms have been redesigned and built. The new
mobile platform is made of Delrin R©, and that is to avoid the overlapping artifacts or other
artifacts created by the induced eddy current as observed in Figure 2.6(c) of Section 2.3.
The mobile platform is almost orthogonal to the static magnetic field inside the MRI bore
and is relatively close to the scanning target; therefore, if made of metal, it is the part
that is most likely to generate eddy current once in motion and contribute most to the MR
image quality degradation, which should be avoided. The effective of this material change
to avoid the possible influence has been verified by MRI experiments, as described in
Section 2.5. The shape of the mobile platform has also been changed from circular shape
to triangle shape with rounded corners to reduce chances of coalition with the breast coil.
The base platform has also been re-engineered to house the piezo motor while being able
to attach to the X-Y stage. This base platform is also made of Delrin R© to avoid potential
influence on the MR image quality. For details about the design and implementation of
other parts, please refer to Section 2.2.
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2.4.2 Needle Driver of the Slave Robot
Despite the fact that by controlling the rotation and translation of the needle the friction
force between the needle and tissue can be greatly minimized to reduce the undesired
tissue deformation [98], the new needle driver would advance the needle without rotary
motion. This is to avoid the “drilling effect” that could cause extra damage to the tissue
and hence is undesired in breast biopsy, given the unusual dimension of a standard biopsy
needle (8 gauge, or 4.191mm in diameter). To use the same actuation mechanism of
screw motion as that of its previous prototype, ball bearings are introduced to isolate such
rotation. The CAD drawing of the revised design is shown in Figure 2.8(a) with the photo
of the actual mechanism shown in Figure 2.8(b).
As in its previous prototype, the needle is driven by converting the rotary motion
of the piezo motor (LEGS-R01NM-10 from PiezoMotors, Sweden) into translational mo-
tion using a screw structure. The rotation power generated by the distal piezo motor is
transmitted via a flexible Teflon R© rod to the threaded needle base to generate translational
motion. The universal joint used in the previous prototype has been removed for simplic-
ity and could be easily included if necessary. Different from its previous prototype, the
rotary motion at the biopsy needle has to be removed; therefore, two ceramic bearings
(VXB, Kit8707) are incorporated and press-fitted into the needle base to hold the needle
adapter. With such design, the biopsy needle can rotate freely relative to the needle base
and the friction force between the needle and the tissue during needle insertion are suffi-
cient to prevent the needle from rotating; thus, pure translational motion can be achieved
at the biopsy needle.
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(a) The CAD drawing of the new needle driver
(b) The actual photo of the new needle driver
Figure 2.8: The new needle driver that can advance the needle without
rotation [97].
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A plastic fixing tube is also included and attached to the outside of the fixture. This
fixing tube serves dual purposes: to further ensure the removal of needle rotation without
relying on the needle-tissue interaction friction force by press-fitting a pin to mate with
the customized slot on the needle, and as a support structure to enhance the rigidity of the
needle and minimize its bending effect by supporting the needle and greatly reducing its
unsupported length [28]. Furthermore, this new design of the needle driver mechanism
allows the use of needles of various sizes, since the needles would attach to the needle
driver by the threaded needle adaptor, as shown in Figure 2.8(a).
As its previous prototype, the new needle driver attaches with its fixture to the MRI-
compatible fiber-optic force sensor [71] that is used to sense the needle insertion force and
the force sensor is mounted on the mobile platform of the parallel mechanism, as shown
in Figure 2.7.
2.4.3 X-Y Stage of the Slave Robot
The newly implemented X-Y stage extends the workspace of the slave robot by enabling
it to move in the vertical plane (both horizontally and vertically). It can also compen-
sate for the ensuing offsets of the mobile platform in xb and yb directions as the needle
orientation is adjusted by manipulating the parallel mechanism, which is later shown in
Section 2.6.
The X-Y stage, as shown in Figure 2.7, is the subsystem behind the base plat-
form and holds the parallel mechanism. It implements two independent DOFs using two
linear guide systems purchased from igus R© (DryLin R© WK-10-80-20-01-450 and WK-
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10-80-10-01-250). Each of the linear guide system is actuated with a cable cylinder,
which can provide larger strokes in a given limited space, such as inside of the MRI
bore. Both cylinders are of the nonmagnetic version of the CC07 series cable cylinders
from Tolomatic, Inc. Along the xb direction the cable cylinder with 228.6mm (9
") stroke
(Tolomatic 10760032 SK9) is used, and its position feedback is obtained from a sensing
membrane (spectrasymbol, TSP-L-0300-103-1%-RH) that attaches to the robot base and
can measure up to 300mm; along the yb direction, the cable cylinder with 101.6mm (4
")
stroke (Tolomatic 10760032 SK4) is used, and its position information is provided by an-
other sensing membrane (spectrasymbol, TSP-L-0150-103-1%-RH) that can measure up
to 150mm.
With such design and implementation, the parallel mechanism can be moved from
the base in the horizontal (xb) and vertical (yb) directions. Hence, before performing
needle insertion with the needle driver mechanism, the biopsy needle can be positioned
coarsely at the appropriate location prior to engaging the parallel mechanism. This is
followed by a fine repositioning after manipulating the parallel mechanism to adjust the
needle orientation.
2.5 MRI-Compatibility Evaluation of the Slave Robot
To verify the MRI-compatibility of the slave robot implemented in Section 2.4, two MRI
tests have been performed. Both tests were conducted using a Siemens 3T Tim Trio
MR scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions; Malvern, PA) and the experimental setup was
shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental setup for the MRI-compatibility evaluation of
the slave robot
In the first test, the phantom imaged was a standard cylindrical bottle, and the imag-
ing sequence used was a gradient echo acquisition with TE/TR = 1.63/354.24ms, flip
angle = 20◦, bandwidth = 870Hz/pixel, FoV = 160 × 160mm, matrix = 128 × 128,
and slice thickness = 3mm. This first test was to verify the MRI-compatibility of the
slave robot at resting state and the influence of the pneumatic actuation on the quality of
the MR images. The phantom used in the second test was a homemade phantom, which
was made of a mixture of 200ml boiling water and 7 g gelatin powder (Knox gelatin,
Kraft Foods Global Inc.) with an extra 2ml Omniscan
TM
(gadodiamide – 287mg/ml)
(GE Healthcare; Waukesha, WI) to increase the T1-weighted signal intensity. The imag-
ing sequence used was a gradient echo acquisition with TE/TR = 1.81/388.8ms, flip
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angle = 20◦, bandwidth = 870Hz/pixel, FoV = 120 × 120mm, matrix = 128 × 128,
and slice thickness = 3mm. The influence of the piezo motor actuation on the MR image
quality was studied in this second test. The MR images acquired are shown in Figure 2.10.
The first image of the standard cylindrical bottle phantom was acquired while the
slave robot was still outside of the MRI room and is shown in Figure 2.10(a), which is
used as the ground truth in the first test. Then, the second MR image, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.10(b), was taken when the slave robot was placed inside the MRI bore but without
any actuation. Figure 2.10(c) was obtained when the three brass cylinders of the paral-
lel mechanism were actuated to repeat a predefined motion pattern, while Figure 2.10(d)
and Figure 2.10(e) were taken when the slave robot was actuated moving back and forth
along the direction of xb and yb, respectively. Figure 2.10(f) shows the image of the
gelatin phantom under the second imaging sequence when the robot was put inside the
MRI bore but without any actuation. Figure 2.10(g) was taken when the piezo motor was
actuated to advance the needle towards the phantom, and Figure 2.10(h) was obtained
when the needle was inserted into the phantom with piezo motor actuation. All images
can be clearly depicted with no visually detectable artifact.
To further quantify the effect of the slave robot on the MR image quality, SNR was
calculated using the definition of the ratio of the mean pixel value of the signal to the
standard deviation of the pixel value of the background noise. All computations were
performed on the original DICOM images and the ROIs used for this calculation were
indicated on the images with rectangles as shown in Figure 2.10, and the calculated SNRs
are summarized in Table 2.2.
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(a) Ground truth image of the
first test without robot
(b) Image of the first test with un-
actuated robot
(c) Image of the first test with
parallel mechanism actuated
(d) Image of the first test with
horizontal cable cylinder actuated
(e) Image of the first test with
vertical cable cylinder actuated
(f) Image of the second test with
unactuated robot
(g) Image of the second test with
piezo motor actuated and advanc-
ing the needle towards the phan-
tom
(h) Image of the second test with
needle inserted into the phantom
and piezo motor actuated
Figure 2.10: MR images of the two MRI tests. (a)–(e) are the images for
the first test while (f)–(h) are the images for the second test.
The rectangles indicate the ROIs used to calculate the SNR
for each image [97].
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Table 2.2: SNRs of the MR images with the slave robot
(a) SNRs of the MR images of the first test
Experimental Setup SNR Values
Ground truth without robot presence 78.58
With robot but without any actuation 73.91
With pneumatic actuation of the parallel mechanism 76.03
With pneumatic actuation of the horizontal cable cylinder 77.00
With pneumatic actuation of the vertical cable cylinder 74.65
(b) SNRs of the MR images of the second test
Experimental Setup SNR Values
With robot but without any actuation 75.97
With piezo motor actuated advancing the nee-
dle towards the phantom
77.48
With piezo motor actuated and the needle in-
serted into the phantom
71.27
The SNR values listed in Table 2.2(a) show a small SNR loss when the robot was
placed inside the MRI bore. This could be attributed to the nonmagnetic metal parts used
to implement this slave robot and would not be an issue since the image still maintained
a high SNR with no visually detectable artifact or distortion. When the slave robot was
actuated pneumatically, the SNR values varied by very small amounts and that could
be attributed to the false signal generated by the metal parts of the slave robot. In the
second test when the robot was actuated with piezo motor, a slight SNR increase was also
observed as in the case of pneumatic actuation, as shown in Table 2.2(b). The resulting
images were still of good quality with high SNRs.
Again, it is necessary to point out that SNR values are not comparable between
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scans of different imaging parameters or on different subjects. In this evaluation experi-
ment, the T1 constant of the standard cylinder bottle phantom and the homemade gelatin
phantom are different due to their different solution composition. Differences also exist
in the voxel size as well as the scanning parameters of the two imaging sequences. There-
fore, the SNR values are not comparable between the first and the second test, though the
resulted numbers are quite close. Also notice that the ROIs of the signal used for com-
puting the SNR of Figure 2.10(h) is different from those used in the SNR computation
of Figure 2.10(f) and Figure 2.10(g). This is primarily due to the different choice of the
image plane and its relative position with respect to the imaging subject (gelatin phantom
only): the imaging plane used to take Figure 2.10(f) and Figure 2.10(g) is at the edge
of the phantom to monitor the contact of the needle with the phantom and only partial
volume has been imaged. Hence, the ROIs of the signal for Figure 2.10(h) is chosen at
the edge of the phantom accordingly avoiding the needle and comparable SNR value as
those for Figure 2.10(f) and Figure 2.10(g) is obtained.
The acquired MR images and SNR analysis show that the slave robot does not in-
duce image artifact or distortion that can cause significant degradation in the image qual-
ity. Hence, the slave robot can be safely operated inside the scanner with only minimal
influence on SNR.
2.6 Kinematic Analysis of the Slave Robot
The design and implementation of the slave robot has been presented in the previous
sections, and the MRI-compatibility evaluations done in Section 2.5 has verified that the
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robot can be safely operated inside the MRI bore and perform breast biopsy under contin-
uous MR imaging guidance. In this section, the kinematics of the slave robot, including
both inverse and forward kinematics, will be studied in detail, which would help under-
stand its kinematic characteristics, workspace, and method of manipulation.
As described in Section 2.4, the slave robot consists of three subsystems, i.e., the
X-Y stage, the needle driver, and the parallel mechanism. The X-Y stage moves the
parallel mechanism in two orthogonal directions in a decoupled manner, while the needle
driver always advances the needle in perpendicular to the mobile platform of the parallel
mechanism, and hence, is relatively easy to describe kinematically. On the contrary,
the parallel mechanism changes the orientation and translation of its mobile platform
relative to the base by changing the lengths of the three brass cylinders, which is not
intuitive and will be the focus of this section. The kinematic analysis of the three-link
parallel mechanism has also been studied in the literatures [75, 99, 100], and a different
approach using screw theory has been adopted in this section. The dynamic analysis of
such platform is available in [101].
To reduce the total number of geometric parameters and simplify the derivation, the
coordinates of the parallel mechanism have been defined as shown in Figure 2.2. The
base frame Fb (obxbybzb) that attaches to the base platform is defined to have its obxbyb
plane coincide with the plane determined by the three revolute joints R1, R2, and R3. The
origin ob lies at the center of the three joints with the yb-axis pointing to R1 while its zb-
axis pointing towards the mobile platform. Similarly, the mobile frame Fm (omxmymzm)
that attaches to the mobile platform is defined to have its omxmym plane coincide with
the plane determined by the three spherical joints S1, S2, and S3. The origin om lies at
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the center of the three joints with the ym-axis pointing to S1 while its zm-axis pointing
outwards of the parallel mechanism. The radii of the circles where the revolute joints lie
on the base platform and the spherical joints lie on the mobile platform are denoted by
R and r, respectively. L1, L2, and L3 are used to denote the lengths of the links of the
parallel mechanism.
2.6.1 Inverse Kinematics of the Parallel Mechanism
The inverse kinematics is to solve the actuated link variables, i.e., L1, L2, and L3, given
the spatial orientation and position of the end effector, that is, the mobile platform. To
derive the inverse kinematics of the parallel mechanism using screw theory, each of the
three extensible links will be treated as an independent 2-DOF serial manipulator with
one revolute joint and one prismatic joint. Then, the homogeneous coordinates of the
prismatic joint tips, which are the spherical joints S1, S2, and S3, can be computed using
forward kinematic derivation of those simple 2-DOF manipulators. Those coordinates
can also be computed using homogeneous transformation given the spatial orientation and
position of the mobile platform, on which those spherical joints are physically fixed with
known geometric relation. By equating these three points’ corresponding coordinates that
are computed in two different ways, the mathematical relation between the actuating link
variables and the spatial orientation and position of the end effector can be acquired, and
hence the inverse kinematics can be solved.
Under the predefined coordinate system, the homogeneous coordinates of the revo-
lute joints Rbi and those of the spherical joints S
m
i (i = 1, 2, 3) in their respective frames,
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The forward kinematics of each link can be computed by first rotating about its
revolute joint and then extending its prismatic joint. The initial configuration of each link
is chosen such that the three links are aligned with zb-axes and the prismatic joints are
fully retracted to their minimum lengths, and the corresponding transformation between
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To construct the twists for the revolute joints, the joint rotation axes as well as the






























































































































































and the twists for the revolute joints can be computed by































































































































































All the prismatic joints point in the zb direction and have the same associated twist:
ξp,1 = ξp,2 = ξp,3 =
[
0 0 1 0 0 0
]T
(2.10)
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where θi is the rotation variable and li is the translation variable for link i, and sθi = sin θi
and cθi = cos θi (i = 1, 2, 3). The homogeneous coordinates of the end effectors in the




3, correspond to the 4
th column of each forward kinematics
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Now the homogeneous coordinates of the same points in the base frame will be
computed with the spatial orientation and position of the mobile platform using homo-
geneous transformation. The spatial orientation of the mobile platform can be described
with Z-Y -Z Euler angles of α, β, γ, and its position can be determined by an arbitrary
point on it. For derivation simplicity, this point is chosen to be the origin of frame Fm, om,





T . Hence, the transfor-
mation matrix, T bm, that maps coordinates from the mobile frame F
m to the base frame














cαcβcγ − sαsγ −cαcβsγ − sαcγ cαsβ xbom
sαcβcγ + cαsγ −sαcβsγ + cαcγ sαsβ ybom
−sβcγ sβsγ cβ zbom














The homogeneous coordinates of the spherical joints in the base frame now can be




















−r(cαcβsγ + sαcγ) + xbom
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By comparing the homogeneous coordinates of the spherical joints expressed in
both (2.15) and (2.17), nine equations with twelve variables can be acquired. This shows
that the mechanism has only three DOFs. These nine equations are:
0 = −r(cαcβsγ + sαcγ) + xbom (2.18)
R− l1sθ1 = r(−sαcβsγ + cαcγ) + ybom (2.19)
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r(sαcβcγ + cαsγ) +
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r(sαcβsγ − cαcγ) + ybom
]
(2.27)
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r(sαcβcγ + cαsγ) +
1
2
r(sαcβsγ − cαcγ) + ybom
]
(2.28)
Summing up (2.27) and (2.28) leads to:




3r(sαcβcγ + cαsγ) (2.29)
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Now substitute (2.18) into the above equation with manipulation and finally get:
(cβ + 1)sα+γ = 0 (2.30)






, and the following relation is acquired:
γ = −α (2.31)
Furthermore, from (2.18) and (2.28) xbom and y
b














) and zbom are independent variables and can be used to determine
xbom , y
b
om , and γ. This further verifies that the mechanism has only three DOFs. However,
such parallel mechanism can still move in xb, yb, and γ about F
b in a constrained way
when it is being actuated, generating motion in the 6-DOF space. When those three
independent variables are given, the transformation matrix T bm is determined, and S
b
i (i =
1, 2, 3) can be computed using (2.17). Then the link length Li(i = 1, 2, 3) can be
calculated with the coordinates given in (2.1) and (2.17) as:
Li =
√
(Sbix − Rbix)2 + (Sbiy − Rbiy)2 + (Sbiz − Rbiz)2 (2.34)
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where subscripts x, y, z are used to denote the x, y, z coordinates of each point.
2.6.2 Forward Kinematics of the Parallel Mechanism
The forward kinematics is to compute the spatial position and orientation of the end effec-
tor with known link variables, and is helpful to study the workspace of the manipulator.
Unlike the forward kinematics of serial manipulators, the forward kinematics of parallel
mechanisms generally do not have simple explicit form, and only numerical solutions are
possible. In the case of this parallel mechanism, it is to solve α, β, γ, xbom , y
b
om , and z
b
om ,
with known Li (i = 1, 2, 3). The variable definition in the previous section is adopted in
the derivation of the forward kinematics here.
The inverse kinematics derived in the previous section showed that the three-link
parallel mechanism has three DOFs. It is also shown in the derivation that complicated
relation exists between the independent configuration variables α, β, and zbom and the link
lengths Li (i = 1, 2, 3). However, if using intermediate variables θi (i = 1, 2, 3), which
are defined to be the angles subtended between the ith link and the zb-axis in the previous
section, equations with simpler form can be derived. These equations can be used to solve
θi with numerical methods, and the solution can be applied to determine α, β, and z
b
om .
Let the link variables of the prismatic joints be the actual link lengths, i.e., li = Li
(i = 1, 2, 3). The coordinates of the spherical joints in the base frame Fm are available
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Notice that these three points are the vertices of an equilateral triangle with side
length of
√











































+ (L1cθ1 − L3cθ3)2 = 3r2
3
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+ (L2cθ2 − L3cθ3)2 = 3r2
(2.36)















3R2 + L21 + L
2
2 − 3RL1sθ1 − 3RL2sθ2 + L1L2sθ1sθ2 − 2L1L2cθ1cθ2 = 3r2
3R2 + L21 + L
2
3 − 3RL1sθ1 − 3RL3sθ3 + L1L3sθ1sθ3 − 2L1L3cθ1cθ3 = 3r2
3R2 + L22 + L
2
3 − 3RL2sθ2 − 3RL3sθ3 + L2L3sθ2sθ3 − 2L2L3cθ2cθ3 = 3r2
(2.37)
which can be used to solve θi numerically using iterations. Summing up each equations
in (2.37) and dividing by 2, then subtracting each equations respectively, the equations
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f1(L1, L2, L3, θ1, θ2, θ3) =
3
2




(L1L2sθ1sθ2 + L1L3sθ1sθ3 − L2L3sθ2sθ3)
−(L1L2cθ1cθ2 + L1L3cθ1cθ3 − L2L3cθ2cθ3)
f2(L1, L2, L3, θ1, θ2, θ3) =
3
2




(L1L2sθ1sθ2 + L2L3sθ2sθ3 − L1L3sθ1sθ3)
−(L1L3cθ1cθ3 + L2L3cθ2cθ3 − L1L3cθ1cθ3)
f3(L1, L2, L3, θ1, θ2, θ3) =
3
2




(L1L3sθ1sθ3 + L2L3sθ2sθ3 − L1L2sθ1sθ2)
−(L2L3cθ2cθ3 + L1L3cθ1cθ3 − L1L2cθ1cθ2)
(2.39)
Now with the previous configuration of the parallel mechanism known, and by sub-
stituting the previous θi into (2.39) and (2.38), the current values of θ
(k)
i can be computed
with the given Li. Then, the spatial position of the spherical joints S
b
i can be computed































(L1cθ1 + L2cθ2 + L3cθ3) (2.42)
Comparing the z coordinates of Sb1 and S
b
2 expressed in (2.17) and those in (2.35)
leads to:
zbom − L1cθ1 = −rsβsγ = rsβsα (2.43)







rsβcγ = −rsβsα+π/3 (2.44)
Combining with the result of inverse kinematics derivation in (2.32) and (2.33), and hence
γ = −α, and β can be solved under different conditions:
• If xbom = ybom = 0, then 1− cβ = 0; hence, β = 0, and α and γ are taken as 0;


























































































, if α = other
(2.48)
That completes the forward kinematics derivation for the parallel mechanism.
2.6.3 Kinematics of the Slave Robot
With the coordinate definition and the kinematics result of the parallel mechanism, the
kinematics of the slave robot can be studied. Since the X-Y stage is used to hold the
parallel mechanism at its base and moves in the obxbyb plane, the global world frame
F0 (oxyz) can be defined to align with frame Fb, with its origin at the lower left corner
of the X-Y stage’s workspace, as shown in Figure 2.7. The offsets from the origin of
frame F0 to the origin of frame Fb are denoted by Xoffset and Yoffset and correspond to the
link variables of the two cable cylinders, respectively. Also, the needle depth or needle
length, noted as lN , can be defined as the distance from the needle tip to the origin of
the mobile platform of the parallel mechanism. It is worth noting that the rotational DOF
of the needle is intentionally neglected during design, and hence, the slave robot has one
redundant DOF between the needle depth lN , and the mobile platform translation z
b
om .
In practice, the needle depth lN will be specified accordingly when performing insertion
tasks.
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The desired robot configuration can be described by the needle orientation α and β,
needle tip spatial position (xN , yN , zN)
T , and the needle depth lN . The needle orienta-
tion parameters α and β are identical to that of the parallel mechanism since the needle
driver is attached to the mobile platform and only advances the needle along zm direction.
Therefore, the needle position can be computed with the same homogeneous transforma-
tion matrix, T bm, derived as in (2.16). The homogeneous coordinate of the needle tip in
the mobile frame Fm is Tipm = (0, 0, lN , 1)
T , and after being transformed to the base
frame, it can be written as:
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Now the value for zbom is available as zN − lNcβ. Combined with α and β, the inverse
kinematics of the parallel mechanism can be used to solve the inverse kinematic of the
slave robot by first computing xbom and y
b
om with (2.32) and (2.33), then getting Xoffset and
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Yoffset from (2.50), and S
b
i from (2.17), and finally getting Li from (2.34).
Similarly, we can solve the forward kinematics of the slave robot using the result
derived for the parallel mechanism in Section 2.6.2. With Lbi given, the intermediate




om , and z
b
om can be
calculated with (2.40)-(2.42), and α and β can be calculated with (2.45)-(2.48). Finally,
the spatial position of the needle can be acquired from (2.50).
2.7 Control Scheme of the Slave Robot
The overall control scheme of the slave robot is shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Overview of the control scheme of the slave robot
The robot will be commanded by the desired needle tip position along with its
orientation and insertion depth. The needle insertion depth is independently controlled
with the needle driver using the piezo motor. With given needle tip position, however, the
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kinematics derivation in Section 2.6 shows that the needle depth also affects the spatial
position and orientation of both the parallel mechanism and the X-Y stage. Hence, it
should be fed into the inverse kinematics of the slave robot so that the lengths of the
parallel mechanism’s three brass cylinders and the X-Y stage’s two cable cylinders can
be computed. These cylinders are then controlled by their corresponding controllers with
closed loop control so that each actuator attains its desired configuration. With appropriate
actuation on each link, the slave robot adjusts its configuration and finally reaches the
target position. In the envisioned application procedure, the robot will firstly be directed
to a desired position at a given orientation but with the needle fully retracted; only after
the desired position and orientation of the robot is achieved, the needle will be advanced
to the pre-planned depth by actuating the piezo motor only.
2.8 Summary
In this chapter, two iterations of the design and implementation of a slave robot that
is to perform breast biopsy needle insertion under continuous MRI guidance has been
presented, along with the necessary MRI-compatibility evaluation of each version under
various test scenarios. The experimental results show that the robot is MRI-compatible
with modest influence on the SNR values and no visually detectable distortion when be-
ing actuated. Hence, the implemented slave robot will potentially enable the breast biopsy
procedure to be carried out without the need of removing the patient from the MRI bore
and avoid multiple needle insertion iterations while also minimizing the sampling errors
during biopsy. The kinematics of the robot has been analyzed in detail, and the control
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scheme proposed can be used to manipulate the robot to perform the desired needle in-
sertion task. Challenges including space constraints and actuation techniques to maintain
high image quality have been overcome in the presented work.
With the currently implemented MRI-compatible slave robot, further work on pneu-
matic control, design and implementation of a master manipulator, as well as the master-
slave teleoperation control can be carried out. In the next chapter, the pneumatic control
of the pneumatic cylinders used to actuate the slave robot will be investigated.
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Chapter 3
Modeling and Control of Pneumatic Actuation in the Slave Robot
The MRI-compatible slave robot implemented in Chapter 2 has adopted pneumatic actu-
ation and used pneumatic cylinders for five out of its six DOFs. As the primary actuation
technique, the position control of pneumatic cylinders has to be studied in detail, since the
pneumatic control problem is very challenging due to the inherent nonlinearity introduced
by the compressible air. It is further complicated by the introduction of long pneumatic
transmission lines that are necessary to use the pneumatic valves placed inside the control
room to control the cylinders inside the MRI scanner bore.
In this chapter, the modeling and position control of the MRI-compatible pneumatic
system have been studied with proportional pressure valves as well as proportional mass
flow rate valves. Started with a brief review on the application, modeling and control
of pneumatic systems in Section 3.1, a 1-DOF MRI-compatible pneumatically actuated
prototype device is designed and implemented in Section 3.2. This is followed by the
modeling of the implemented pneumatic actuation system in Section 3.3. Controllers
are then designed in Section 3.4 and their evaluation results as well as the device MRI-
compatibility test result using long transmission lines are presented in Section 3.5 and
Section 3.6, respectively. Preliminary controller design and evaluation on the actual brass
cylinder used in the slave robot using proportional mass flow rate valve is then presented
in Section 3.7, and summaries are made in Section 3.8.
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3.1 Background of Pneumatic Actuation
The pneumatic actuation is one of the traditional actuation techniques and it uses the
compressed air to induce mechanical motion. The common ways of using pneumatics
for linear actuation are applying either pneumatic cylinder or pneumatic artificial muscle
(PAM). Due to its low-cost, reliability, ease of maintenance, and high-power output,
pneumatic actuation has been widely applied in many applications.
Ben-Dov and Salcudean implemented a force-controlled pneumatic actuator using
cylinders and customized flapper valves with targeting application of teleoperation mas-
ters [102, 103]. Salcudean et al. developed a six DOFs fine-motion device using PAM
for applications requiring high position resolution and force control [104]. Adopted the
structure of six-link Stewart platform, Girone and Burdea et al. developed the “Rutgers
Ankle” using pneumatic cylinders [85–87]. Verrelst et al. developed the second gener-
ation PAM and applied it in the implementation of the biped robot, Lucy, as well as an
operator assisting manipulator [105]. Zhang et al. designed and implemented a series of
climbing robots actuated with pneumatic cylinders for glass-wall cleaning of high-rise
buildings [106]. Durbha and Li applied pneumatic actuators in the implementation of a
passive bilateral teleoperation system with human force amplification [107]. Narilka and
Hosoda built up a musculoskeletal infant robot with PAM to study the mechanism of an
infant’s locomotive development [108], and Wait and Goldfrab designed and implemented
a quadrupedal walking robot with pneumatic cylinders [109].
The pneumatic actuation requires complicated control techniques, due to the com-
pressible nature of air that results in nonlinear dynamic response, and sophisticated sens-
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ing and valve mechanisms are needed for accurate and repeatable positioning [110]. To
take advantage of pneumatic actuation in more applications, the challenging pneumatic
control has been studied in detail on the pneumatic system modeling as well as its control
techniques.
The model for the pneumatic system is highly nonlinear as a result of the air com-
pressibility and the nonlinear airflow. Richer and Hurmuzlu developed a detailed math-
ematical model based on the principle of physics and the model parameters were iden-
tified experimentally [111]. Barth et al. proposed to use the state-space averaging ap-
proach to model a pulse-width modulation (PWM)-based pneumatic system [112]. Such
method provided the analytic machinery to remove the discontinuities associated with
switching so that standard nonlinear control design techniques could be applied. Zhao et
al. presented the method of using orthogonal polynomials for pneumatic system identifi-
cation [113]. It was to avoid the commonly used pseudo-random binary sequences that
could potentially damage the pneumatic system. By modeling the main internal mecha-
tronic devices, Sorli et al. formulated a nonlinear dynamic model of a pneumatic propor-
tional pressure valve so that both the time-domain and the frequency-domain dynamic
behavior of the valve can be simulated [114]. Lu et al. studied a pneumatic contstant
pressure system and established a complete dynamic model, which was used in a zero
gravity simulation [115].
Substantial work has also been done to investigate the control techniques for the
pneumatic systems. Using an adaptive approach, Bobrow and Jabbari studied the force
and position control for a pneumatic cylinder [116], and McDonell and Bobrow studied
the tracking control of a pneumatic cylinder that was to be applied in an air powered
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robot [117]. Hamiti et al. presented a double-loop control scheme for pneumatic servo
systems [118]. It used analog proportional (P) control for the inner loop to stabilize the
system and digital proportional integral (PI) control for the outer loop to specify whole
system characteristics. The integral gain of the outer loop controller could also be de-
creased to eliminate the limit cycles due to stick-slip friction. Brun et al. applied some
linear and nonlinear control laws on an electropneumatic positioning system and com-
pared the positioning and tracking performance in [119]. To address the pneumatic con-
trol problem for systems with connection port restriction, modified feedback linearization
method was proposed by Bigras et al. to work with the singularity observed in a regu-
lar feedback linearization controller [120]. With friction compensation, Ning and Bone
used PVA / PV control and achieved high steady-state positioning accuracy for a pneu-
matic cylinder [121]. To enhance the dynamic performance of McKibben PAM, Davis et
al. showed that the bandwidth limit could be greatly increased by reducing dead volume in
the pneumatic systems and ensuring effective air flow rate [122]. By taking advantages of
the natural compliance of pneumatic actuators, Zhu and Barth developed an impedance
controller for a pneumatic actuator for contact tasks but without the need to use a load
cell [123].
To address the uncertainties in the complicated highly nonlinear pneumatic sys-
tem, sliding mode control (SMC) technique has been adopted in multiple applications.
Based on the developed model in [111], Richer and Hurmuzlu developed two high per-
formance pneumatic force controllers using SMC theory to account for the modeling
error of pneumatics [124]. Lilly and Quesada developed a trajectory tracking controller
for a planar arm actuated with PAM groups [125]. Multiple-input sliding mode tech-
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nique was used to account for parameter variation of the PAM as well as the mass change
of the manipulator arm. Along with friction compensation, Zhao et al. developed a two-
layer sliding mode electro-pneumatic synchro position system with feedback linearization
and achieved accurate and robust performance under varying external force [126]. Van
Damme et al. applied SMC technique on a 2-DOF planar pneumatic manipulator after
feedback linearization to account for the model approximation error [127].
Attempts have also been made to reduce the cost of the pneumatic system, by re-
placing the expensive pressure sensors with nonlinear observers or replacing the servo
valves with on / off solenoid valves. Based on the work in [128] that studied the role of
pressure sensors in pneumatic servo control, Gulati and Barth developed a Lyapunov-
based pressure observer [129]. That observer was then used to develop a robust con-
troller [130], and the improved robust controller with globally stable load-independent
pressure observer was presented in [131]. With on / off solenoid valves, van Varseveld
and Bone developed a novel PWM valve pulsing algorithm and used proportional inte-
gral derivative (PID) control with added friction compensation and position feed-forward
to achieve on a pneumatic system comparable overall performance to those using servo
valves [132]. Chen et al. developed a hybrid fuzzy controller for an Arm-Exoskeleton us-
ing on / off valves and achieved precise force-feedback control [133]. Le et al. proposed to
use a predictive hybrid control law to implement a pneumatic teleoperation system using
on / off valves [134]. Comparison study showed better tracking and dynamic performance
with this control approach than that with PWM control [135];
The aforementioned research work focuses on the nonlinearity of the airflow with
either the traditional proportional mass flow rate valve or the on / off solenoid valves, or on
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the nonlinearity of the pressure dynamics in the actuator chambers. Their targeting pneu-
matic systems have valves placed close to the actuators to avoid the influence of transmis-
sion line dynamics. The longest transmission lines used is mentioned in [124] as 2 meters,
and the performance difference is significant compared to that using transmission lines of
0.5 meters. Also, some of the controllers aimed at force control, and the complicated
friction force on the cylinder piston is hence neglected. To develop a MRI-compatible
pneumatic actuation system for the MRI-compatible slave robot developed in Chapter 2,
the parts intended to be used inside the MRI bore have to be chosen to be made of MRI-
safe materials with MRI-compatible actuation, and the non-MRI-compatible parts have
to be placed outside of the MRI room inside the control room. Since the commercially
available pressure sensors as well as the proportional valves are not MRI-compatible,
they have to be placed inside the MRI control room and are distant away from the pneu-
matic cylinders located inside the MRI bore. Hence, long pneumatic transmission lines
up to 9 meters are unavoidable. The presence of such long transmission lines can sig-
nificantly affect the system performance, by slowing down the pressure response from
the valve output ports to the corresponding cylinder chambers. This is partially because
it takes a non-negligible amount of time for the pressure waves to travel from one side
of the transmission line to the other, and partially because the non-negligible volume of
the transmission lines along with the limited mass flow rate delivery capability of the
compressed air supply lead to a non-negligible pressure build-up time. Also, the mate-
rial limitation requires as many as possible parts of the pneumatic device be built with
high-strength polymer material. However, due to the inherent material characteristics
of polymers, non-uniform (position dependent) friction with static friction significantly
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higher than dynamic friction, is present in the device implemented. This makes precise
position control extremely challenging.
3.2 Design and Development of the 1-DOF MRI-Compatible Pneumati-
cally Actuated Prototype Device
To evaluate the feasibility of MRI-compatible pneumatic actuation inside the MRI en-
vironment, a 1-DOF pneumatically actuated prototype device has been built with MRI-
compatible materials and parts, as shown in the top image of Figure 3.1.
As mentioned previously in Section 2.1, this prototype device has to be built with
MRI-compatible materials. The key component, i.e., the pneumatic cylinder, is a non-
magnetic anti-stiction plastic cylinder (Airpot R©, AC-13270-3) with a stroke of 152.4mm
(6"). It is actuated by two pressure valves through two 9 meters long pneumatic trans-
mission lines with 3.175mm (1/8") ID. It is made mainly of plastic material with the
only exception being its cylinder rod, which is made of brass (Alloy 360) and renders no
significant image distortion when tested inside the MRI bore. The brass cylinder rod is
attached to the Delrin R© made slider block, which is guided by two guiding rods. The two
guiding rods are initially made of carbon fiber tubes. Since the two carbon fiber tubes
are not rigid enough to provide parallel guidance and induce wedging effect that keeps
the slider from moving smoothly along the guiding rods, they are later replaced with two
titanium rods, which are tested to be MRI-compatible. To ensure the smooth motion of
the slider, the iglide R© M250 linear bearings are also used. On the top of the slider sits the
optical encoder (US Digital, LIN-500-10-N, EM1-0-500) with a resolution of 500 cycles
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Figure 3.1: MRI-compatible 1-DOF pneumatically actuated prototype
device. The top image shows the experimental setup inside
the MRI; all equipment that is not MRI-compatible has been
placed inside the control room.
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per inch (CPI). It is used to indirectly measure the position of the pneumatic cylinder by
measuring the relative position of the slider along the guiding rods. The encoder signals
are transmitted with a cable driver (US Digital, PC5-H10) through a long shielded cable
and the cable passes through the filter panel of the MRI room to avoid picking up RF
noise that could degrade the MR image quality. Beneath the slider, a specially designed
MRI-compatible 3-DOF fiber-optic force sensor is attached, which is developed by Tan
et al. [71] and has been used in the slave robot implementation in Chapter 2. A MRI-
compatible RFA needle is attached to the force sensor so that the needle insertion force
can be measured inside the MRI bore. All other parts of the prototype device are built
with Delrin R© to ensure MRI-compatibility of the pneumatic actuation system. The total
mass load of the pneumatic system including the cylinder piston-rod, the slider, the force
sensor, the optical encoder, and the RFA needle is measured to be 0.675 kg.
The two pressure valves are proportional piezo pressure valves purchased from
Hoerbiger
TM
(Tecno plus, PS120100-080-036) with nominal reaction time of less than
10ms. They are placed inside the control room along with other non-MRI-compatible
components including the air filter & regulator system, the air dryer, and the data acquisi-
tion (DAQ) system, as shown in the bottom image of Figure 3.1. All measurements of the
pneumatic actuation system are taken through the Sensoray DAQ cards (Model 626) and
the controller has been implemented in a Linux PC (Intel R© P4 1.8GHz CPU and 512MB
Memory) with 500Hz sampling rate.
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3.3 Modeling of the Pneumatic Actuation System
The system modeling of the pneumatic actuation system is essential to the controller
design as well as its evaluation. The model of the pneumatic actuation system consists of
four subsystems: the valve model, the transmission line model, the piston-load model, and
the friction model. These four models are described in detail in the following subsections.
3.3.1 Pneumatic Valve Model
The pneumatic valves used for the 1-DOF prototype device are a pair of proportional
pressure valves. By commanding analog voltage signal to the valve, proportional pressure
output can be expected at the respective valve output port. This, in a way, avoids the
nonlinearity of the orifice mass flow rate of the proportional mass flow rate valves by the
inner pressure feedback mechanism of the pressure valves. Another advantage of using
pressure valves is that it could eliminate the need of pressure sensors or pressure observers
for cylinder chamber pressure information, should the valves be placed close enough to
the cylinder or only the static state of the pressure is concerned. By approximating the
valve as a first order system based on experimental data, the model is established without








where Pv is the valve output pressure and u is the valve input voltage. This model gives a
good approximation of the actual valve step response, as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Valve actual step response
Valve model step response
Figure 3.2: Actual and model step response comparison for the propor-
tional pressure valve
3.3.2 Pneumatic Transmission Line Model
As the long pneumatic transmission lines are necessary in this application to achieve
MRI-compatible actuation and such long pneumatic transmission lines play a significant
role on the pneumatic actuation performance, its dynamic behavior should be studied
and its model has to be established. A schematic of the pneumatic transmission line can
be described in Figure 3.3, with P (l, t) denoting the dynamic air pressure distribution
along the lengthwise direction l of the transmission line at time instance t. Lt, At are the
transmission line parameters with the physical meaning of the total length and effective
cross-sectional area of the transmission line. p(t) is the input pressure function at the
transmission line inlet from the valve.
Using Newton’s second law and the law of conservation of mass, Schuder and
Binder first derived the partial differential equations governing the airflow along the trans-
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l
P (0, t) = p(t) P (Lt, t)
At, Lt c© 2011 IEEE
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the pneumatic transmission line. Reprint
from [2], c© IEEE.
mission line [136], which are written as:
∂P
∂l











where v and ρ are the air velocity and density distribution along the transmission line
and are functions of both the transmission line position l and the time t; Rt denotes the
transmission line resistance, and c is the constant of sound speed.
With appropriate algebraic manipulation, it is shown that both the pressure dis-
tribution P (l, t) and the airflow velocity distribution v(l, t) are constrained by a same













where z denotes either the pressure distribution P (l, t) or the airflow velocity distribu-
tion v(l, t). The transmission dynamics of the pressurized airflow along the transmission
lines can then be obtained by solving this equation given the actual initial values and the
boundary conditions.
The equation (3.4), however, is the famous telegraph equation. The general ana-
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lytical solution of the telegraph equation is not available despite decades of effort, and
only analytical solutions under certain initial and boundary conditions or some numeri-
cal solutions have been achieved [137–144]. By studying the physical phenomenon of
diffusion with discontinuous movements, Goldstein successfully found two analytical so-
lutions to the telegraph equation under the same zero initial condition [137]. The two
solutions correspond to two different boundary conditions: one is with a step boundary
condition while the other is with a pulse boundary condition. This is analogous to the
basic pressure dynamic response of the transmission line given a step pressure input or an
impulse pressure input; however, both solutions are too complicated to evaluate in prac-
tice either analytically or numerically, and hence, are only meaningful in theory. Besides
the attempts to solve the telegraph equation analytically, numerical algorithms have also
been developed, yet none of those solutions available are simple enough to be used for
controller design or simulation evaluation purposes [138, 144].
Although extensive work has been done for the solution of the telegraph equation,
acquiring such solution alone does not necessarily lead to the dynamic air pressure charac-
terization along the transmission line for three reasons. First of all, the telegraph equation
is a derivation of the partial differential equations (3.2) and (3.3), which is based on the
assumption that there is no reflection or resonance in the transmission line. This could
be justifiable with an open-ended transmission line, but would conceivably lead to in-
correct results in an application where the transmission line is connected to a small and
closed volume, i.e., the cylinder chamber. Second, the partial differential equations (3.2)
and (3.3) also indicate a fixed boundary condition at the end of the transmission line. In
practice, however, the transmission line connects to the cylinder chamber, at which the
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air flowing through the transmission line accumulates and results in the pressure increase
that changes the boundary condition. Finally, the coefficients of the telegraph equation
contain the air density ρ, which is a function of both the time t and the location l, due to
the pressure variation along the transmission line. This could lead to a higher order partial
differential equation or a telegraph equation with varying coefficients that are dependent
on the solution itself. Although Aloy et al. attempted to compute a variable coefficient
telegraph equation, that coefficient variation was not dependent on the solution [142] and
their method cannot be applied here.
Due to the aforementioned challenges and concerns and considering the result de-
rived in [111], the dynamics of the 9 meters transmission line is modeled with a first-order
system with a constant time delay, which represents the pressure build-up process at the
end of the transmission line and the pressure propagation process along the transmission








where Po and Pi are the respective input and output pressures. The time delay is deter-
mined as the ratio of the transmission line length and the air propagation speed. When
using flexible tubing, the effects due to the elasticity of the conduit wall can be account
for by estimating the propagation speed based on the effective bulk modulus of the fluid
(air in this case) and the tube [145]. For simplicity of approximation, however, the speed
of sound is used as the propagation speed, and the time delay is computed as Lt/c. This
model closely characterizes the actual transmission line step response, as is shown in
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Transmission line step input from the valve
Transmission line actual step response output
Transmission line model step response output
Figure 3.4: Actual and model step response comparison for the 9 meters
pneumatic transmission line
Figure 3.4.
3.3.3 Cylinder Piston-Load Model
The mechanical structure of a typical double-acting cylinder is shown in Figure 3.5, and
its dynamical model can be written as:
Mẍ = P1A1 − P2A2 − PaAr + FL + Ff (3.6)
where M is the total mass of the piston-rod, the slider, the force sensor and other loads
attached; x is the position of the slider; P1, A1 and P2, A2 are the pressure and the
effective cross-sectional area of each cylinder chamber, respectively; Pa is the atmosphere
pressure; Ar is the effective cross-sectional area of the cylinder rod; FL is the external
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force, and Ff is the total frictional force.
Since the proportional pressure valves are selected to control the position of the
cylinder, the two chamber pressures P1 and P2 can be directly used as the control vari-
ables, and the only command input in (3.6) will be the desired cylinder position. Now
the problem expression can be simplified by maintaining an average chamber pressure
of 275.8 kPa (40 psi) at steady state and using the pressure difference as the only control
output for this cylinder:
P1 = 275.8 + ∆P (3.7)
P2 = 275.8−∆P (3.8)
where ∆P is the pressure difference between the two cylinder chamber pressures. Now
the cylinder piston-load dynamic equation can be rewritten as:
Mẍ = (A1 + A2)∆P + (275.8− Pa)Ar + FL + Ff (3.9)
Note that the term (275.8 − Pa)Ar is a known constant determined by the cross-
Cylinder








Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the piston-load subsystem.
Reprint from [2], c© IEEE.
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sectional area of the cylinder rod Ar and the atmosphere pressure Pa, and that the external
force FL can be measured by the force sensor, the model can be further simplified as:
Mẍ = (A1 + A2)u+ Ff (3.10)
and ∆P = u− u0 with u0 =
(275.8− Pa)Ar + FL
A1 + A2
is a known offset.
3.3.4 Friction Model
Friction force reflects the interacting behavior of objects in contact with relative motion
and can directly affect the system positioning accuracy or even the stability in applica-
tions where the friction effect cannot be neglected. Hence, researchers have studied the
friction phenomenon in detail, and various friction models have been established, along
with numerous control techniques based on friction model compensation.
Walrath investigated the dynamic friction characteristics of a gimbal bearing and
created a friction model that could adjust its parameters adaptively and predict the real-
time friction torque [146]. Armstrong-Hélouvry applied dimensional and perturbation
analysis to study the stick-slip problem and established an exact model of the nonlinear
friction force [147]. Dupont and Bapna presented the result on how the normal force de-
pendant friction force would affect the stability of low-velocity motion [148], and Dupont
and Dunlap proposed to include a frictional lag in the negatively-sloped friction velocity
curve and eliminated stick-slip by stiffening the system [149]. Generally, friction can
be modeled with a combination of seven distinct phenomena, which are named as: static
friction (the force required to initiate the motion), coulomb friction (also known as kinetic
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friction and is the friction force component independent of velocity), viscous friction (the
velocity dependent friction force component), Stribeck friction (the phenomenon that de-
scribes the friction variation with respect to velocity change), rising static friction (the
static friction component that increases as the dwell time increases), frictional memory
(the friction force component that will not change at the instance the velocity changes),
and the Dahl effect (also known as the pre-sliding displacement and states that the inter-
acting surface of two objects behaves like a spring before the force exerted in the tangen-
tial direction reaches the static force, and exhibits small displacement that is proportional
to the exerted force). A detailed discussion on those friction phenomena can be found
in [150], and the analysis tools and compensation methods for the automatic control
of systems with friction are presented in [151]. Ehrich reviewed several different fric-
tion models, based on which adaptive friction compensation controllers were designed
for bi-directional low-velocity position tracking systems [152, 153]. With an observer
to estimate the Coulomb friction, Friedland and Park presented a method to adaptively
compensate the friction in control systems [154]. Dupont compared two experimentally-
based dynamic friction models using a linearized stability analysis and achieved steady
motion at very low velocities using proportional derivative (PD) control [155]. Using a
nonlinear observer based on Dahl model, Kelly et al. proposed a smooth adaptive viscous
friction compensator, and its control performance was illustrated on a direct-drive servo
motor [156]. Based on dynamic friction model, Lee et al. presented a method to utilize
a PD control structure and an adaptive estimation of the friction force to improve the
tracking performance of the motion control system [157].
In the application of pneumatic cylinders, because of the need to overcome the
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Figure 3.6: Experimental setup for the friction force measurement of the
1-DOF prototype device
friction or breakaway force between the piston seal and the cylinder barrel, erratic initial
motion and stick-slip behavior can be resulted, which could greatly affect the system
performance at low speed or in stop-start applications [110]. For the 1-DOF prototype
device implemented in Section 3.2, the friction force is non-negligible and keeps the
device from moving smoothly, and hence is studied and modeled in this subsection. To
measure the friction force observed on this device, an experiment has been conducted
using a constant velocity motion generating device, developed by Lister et al. [158]. The
device and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6.
The constant velocity generating device is attached to the slider of the 1-DOF pro-
totype device via a force sensor, so that the friction force can be collected. Using an
electrical motor along with a lead screw assembly and a linear bearing, this device can
generate constant velocity motion along the horizontal direction. The velocity control of
the device is based on position control; as the commanded velocity increases, the perfor-
mance of its position controller deteriorates, causing small overshoots and oscillations.
Such unstable behavior can be attributed to the friction force on the 1-DOF prototype de-
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vice, since friction is known to affect the system stability to some extent. Therefore, only
friction force data at 0.254, 0.508, 1.27, and 2.54mm/s along both moving directions has
been collected, as shown in Figure 3.7.
As observed in Figure 3.7, the friction force increases quickly at one end of the
stroke compared to the relatively small friction force at the center part. This is likely
due to the misalignment of the guiding rods and its resulting wedging effect. Also worth
noting is that the trend of the friction force at different velocities is quite similar, and that
the magnitude of the friction force (disregard of its direction) decreases as the velocity
increases. This suggests that the static friction exhibited in this 1-DOF prototype device
could be significantly higher than that when the device is in motion. This makes the
system more likely to be unstable when precise positioning accuracy is desired and hence
should be treated with care. To model such friction phenomenon, Stribeck friction has
been used to characterize the friction force transient at low velocities continuously. This
approach avoids the discontinuity caused by the simple friction combination model that
only consists of static friction, coulomb friction, and viscous friction. Limited by the
available experimental apparatus to capture other friction phenomena such as Dahl effect,
rising static friction, and frictional memory, the following friction model is finally chosen
to approximate the observed friction force:
Ff = 1.8sgn(ẋ) + 2.5ẋ+ 0.8e
−(ẋ/0.04)2sgn(ẋ) (3.11)
The first term uses the signum function sgn(·) to represent the coulomb friction while the
proportional term corresponds to the viscous friction. The exponential term characterizes
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(a) Move from left to right at 0.254mm/s

















(b) Move from right to left at 0.254mm/s

















(c) Move from left to right at 0.508mm/s

















(d) Move from right to left at 0.508mm/s

















(e) Move from left to right at 1.27mm/s

















(f) Move from right to left at 1.27mm/s

















(g) Move from left to right at 2.54mm/s

















(h) Move from right to left at 2.54mm/s
Figure 3.7: Measured friction force data for the 1-DOF prototype device
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the Stribeck friction and dominates mainly in the low-velocity region. The parameters
used in (3.11) are rough estimates and serve primarily as qualitative descriptions. The
rationale is that this friction model is intended to capture the structure of the friction force
and will be used in simulation to verify the effectiveness of the controllers. Hence, it is
not necessarily accurate enough to be used as a feed-forward compensation term. The
discrepancy should be either accounted for by the controller robustness or cancelled with
an adaptive term.
3.4 Design of the Pneumatic Controller
The controller design of the pneumatic actuation system is based on the pneumatic model
developed in Section 3.3. The complete model of the pneumatic system can be described
by (3.1), (3.5), and (3.10), and hence is a fourth-order system. Since there is no MRI-
compatible pressure sensor that can be placed inside the MRI bore, the cylinder chamber
pressure information will be unavailable to the controller. Therefore, it is not feasible to
improve the pressure response of the valve-transmission line subsystem using feedback,
not to mention the application of complicated control approaches that require full system
state information. The velocity information will be deduced from the cylinder position
that is measured by the optical encoder and transmitted by the shielded signal cable, and
the controller will use both the position and the velocity to compute the valve commanded
input, as shown in Figure 3.8. The SMC technique is applied in this section to design the
controller block shown in the control diagram. The goal is to design controllers that could
move the slider slowly, since the targeting application is to insert a needle in a slow and
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c© 2011 IEEE
Figure 3.8: Control diagram of the pneumatic system. Reprint from [2],
c© IEEE.
controlled manner. This mitigates the challenges of using the relatively slow responded
valve-transmission line with time delay, and hence, the valve-transmission line dynamics
is intentionally neglected and treated as system disturbance, which is to be accounted for
by the robustness of the SMC controllers.
The main objective of the controller is to overcome the influence of friction with
slow actuators. The friction exhibited in this 1-DOF prototype device is of a complicated
form and varies along the guiding rods; hence, it is treated as an uncertain term in the
system, and such uncertainty will be tolerated by robust controllers to achieve reasonable
performance. The sliding mode control approach, with the advantage of being robust to
uncertainties, is adopted accordingly, and is used to design controllers without consid-
ering the valve-transmission line dynamics. The omission of the valve-transmission line
dynamics reduces the system model to a second-order system, as described by (3.10).
This would simplify the controller design process and enable the direct cancellation of
the friction term. Attempt has also been made to design adaptive controllers that estimate
and cancel the friction force; the designed adaptive controllers, however, are prone to
overestimating the friction force due to its spatial variation and would lead to an unstable
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system, and hence are abandoned.
The core of a SMC controller implementation is to design a sliding surface that
characterizes the desired system dynamics disregard of system uncertainties. Then, the
control output can be derived accordingly to drive the system states onto the designed
sliding surface and maintain the desired system dynamics on the surface with the pres-
ence of system uncertainties. To start the controller design and simplify the control law
derivation, the system equilibrium point should be shifted from its desired system states,
(xd, 0), to the origin. Take position error e = xd − x and substitute it into the system
model described by (3.10), the system model can be rewritten in the form of state space
expression as:




[(A1 + A2)u+ Ff ] (3.13)
and SMC controllers based on this model will be derived in the following subsections.
3.4.1 SMC-I
To achieve a slow system response without overshoot, the sliding surface can be designed
as s = e + av = 0, and the system dynamics governed by this sliding surface can be de-
scribed as ė = −1
a
e, independent of system uncertainties. By choosing a positive sliding
surface parameter, i.e., a > 0, the system is asymptotically stable with the equilibrium
point at e = 0, ė = 0, and the convergence rate of the system can be controlled by the
choice of parameter a.
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To determine the control law that drives the system states onto the sliding surface
and maintains them there, the derivative of s is taken as:
ṡ = ė + av̇ = v +
a
M
[(A1 + A2)u+ Ff ] (3.14)
Note that the friction force Ff , though depending on the position x, velocity v, or even
time t, is a physical quantity and is upper bounded. Also note that the target system with
appropriate control will be stable, which means the velocity v is upper bounded. Hence,











≤ f(e, v), ∀ (e, v) ∈ R2 (3.15)
for some know function f(e, v). With V =
1
2
s2 as a Lyapunov function candidate
for (3.14), its derivative can be written as:











≤ a(A1 + A2)
M




u = −β(e, v)sgn(s) (3.18)
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1, s > 0
0, s = 0
−1, s < 0
(3.19)
yields
V̇ ≤ a(A1 + A2)
M
|s|f(e, v)− a(A1 + A2)
M
[f(e, v) + β0] s · sgn(s) (3.20)





2V = |s| satisfies the differential inequality
D+W ≤ −a(A1 + A2)
M
β0 (3.22)
and the comparison lemma shows that
W (s(t)) ≤ W (s(0))− a(A1 + A2)
M
β0t (3.23)
Thus, the system states reach the sliding surface s = 0 in finite time and, once on the
sliding surface, they will stay on it, as seen from (3.21). This ensures the stability of
the system. Letting β1 ≥ β(e, v) be the upper bound of β(e, v), the control law can be
further simplified to: u = −β1sgn(s).
The control law developed by SMC technique is known to induce chattering due
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to the imperfections in switching devices and delays, and in this application, the slow
response of the valve-transmission line. To address this problem, the signum function









y, if |y| ≤ 1
sgn(y), if |y| > 1
(3.24)







where ε is a positive constant that determines the thickness of boundary layer {|s| ≤ ε}
for the sliding surface. This turns out to be a PD controller with saturation. The conver-
gence rate of the system can be controlled by appropriately choosing a, which in effect




, which is effectively the proportional gain of the PD control once the system states
reached and remained within the boundary layer {|s| ≤ ε}. The saturation amplitude β1
should be chosen large enough to ensure system stability under uncertainties, e.g., the
friction force; but it should not be too large, because the control law is more vulnerable to
slow valve-transmission line response and a large amplitude of the switching component
can easily lead to system instability.
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3.4.2 SMC-II
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, large saturation amplitude, or large amplitude of the
switching component makes the system more vulnerable to slow valve-transmission line
response and should be avoided. In the design of SMC-I, the saturation amplitude is taken
as the upper bound of β(e, v), and that is a conservative estimate. Experimental obser-
vation shows that the dynamic friction force is significantly smaller than the static one.










β2, |v| ≤ v0
β3, |v| > v0
(3.26)
where 0 < β3 < β2.
3.4.3 SMC-III
To improve system stability, the saturation amplitude can also be reduced by dividing the
control output into continuous and switching components. Taking




v + U (3.27)
where F = Fc sgn(v) is an estimated friction force term and is of the form of coulomb
friction with force amplitude Fc smaller than the minimum of the absolute value of the




[(A1 + A2)U + (Ff − F )] (3.28)
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and the upper bound of |(Ff − Fc)/(A1 +A2)| = β ′1 < β1. In consequence, the modified
sliding mode control law can be written as:










3.5 Experimental Evaluation of the SMC Controllers
All three SMC controllers designed in Section 3.4 gave good performance in simulation.
To test the robustness of the controllers in real system and evaluate their control perfor-
mance, experiments were conducted on the 1-DOF prototype device implemented. All
three SMC controllers were tuned with trial and error to account for the parameter dis-
crepancies between the simulation model and the actual system, and reasonably good
dynamic response to step input were achieved for all controllers, as shown in Figure 3.9.
Though better accuracy could be obtained by fine-tuning the parameters, a posi-
tioning accuracy of only 1mm was achieved finally, since the position resolution of the
MR images was in the order of 1mm. Such positioning accuracy also helped to ensure
the system stability by requiring lower controller gains. The saturation amplitudes of the
SMC controllers were also chosen carefully, such that the maximum acceleration of the
slider, or equivalently the needle, was limited and the slider would move slowly enough
for the actuator of valve-transmission line to respond.
A same protocol was used to evaluate the performance of each controller. The 1-
DOF prototype device started at 0 position, and its desired position was then set to be
25.4, 50.8, 76.2, 101.6mm, in order. That was followed by the desired positions of 50.8,
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(a) Response curve of SMC-I



















(b) Response curve of SMC-II



















(c) Response curve of SMC-III
Figure 3.9: Experimental evaluation results of all three SMC controllers
designed in Section 3.4. The commands given to all those
controllers were similar, i.e., started from 0 position to 25.4,
50.8, 76.2, 101.2mm, and back to 50.8 and 0. Additional
1mm amplitude step signals were commanded at about 55 s
to each controller and zoom-in plots were shown in respec-
tive sub-figures. This showed that motion could be initiated
for such small step input and the desired position would be
reached within 1mm accuracy. Reprint from [2], c© IEEE.
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and 0mm. Those commands tested the control performance in the large motion range.
Prior to the final 0mm position command, a small step command with amplitude of only
1mm was sent after the device settled around the 50.8mm location. That was to test if
the desired 1mm positioning resolution could be achieved.
As is shown in Figure 3.9, the step response curves differed slightly for different
desired positions, despite that the distances traveled were the same. For example, the step
response shown in Figure 3.9(a) exhibited a small overshoot when commanded from 0 to
25.4mm while two and three cycles of oscillation existed for the step response when com-
manded from 25.4mm to 50.8mm and from 50.8mm to 76.2mm, respectively. The step
response from 76.2mm to 101.6mm even approached to the 101.6mm position slowly
without overshoot. Such a phenomenon was caused by the presence of non-uniform fric-
tion force along the guiding rods. As shown in Section 3.3.4, the friction force at one
end of the guiding rods was higher than the other. Between the position at 50.8mm and
76.2mm the friction was relatively low and hence the system moved quickly and expe-
rienced oscillations. Around 101.6mm the friction was higher, and the device moved
slower and the overshoot was hence avoided. Those different dynamic responses (in
the sense of overshoots and oscillations) showed the robustness of the SMC controllers
against uncertainties, and all three controllers rendered stable and accurate position con-
trol over varying friction force / external disturbance.
It was notable from Figure 3.9 that stick-slip behavior was present in the result
curves, which was consistent with the simulation results. Also observed were oscillations
with small amplitudes at the desired locations and that was due to the SMC controllers
behaving as stiff PD controllers when the system states had reached the boundary layers.
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The observed peak-to-peak amplitudes of the oscillations prior to settlement at the desired
locations, however, were small enough (less than 2.5mm for SMC-I, and 5mm for both
SMC-II and SMC-III) and hence were acceptable.
The experiment conducted showed that the system could achieve a positioning ac-
curacy of less than 1mm, and SMC-I performed best among all three controllers in the
sense that it gave more uniform step response with smaller amplitude oscillation, which
could be a result of parameter tuning.
3.6 MRI-Compatibility Evaluation of the 1-DOF Prototype Device
To verify the MRI-compatibility of the 1-DOF prototype device and its pneumatic ac-
tuation and to show the feasibility of accurate pneumatic actuation on MRI-compatible
devices inside the MRI environment, a MRI test has been conducted using a Siemens 3T
Tim Trio MR scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions; Malvern, PA) and the experimental
setup is shown in the top image of Figure 3.1.
The 1-DOF prototype device was first put into the MRI bore and actuated without
performing MR imaging scans. This was followed by actuating the device with MR
imaging performed during part of the actuation process. An identical step response as
shown in Figure 3.9 was confirmed and no influence on the performance of the pneumatic
actuation system due to the MRI environment was observed. This showed that good
pneumatic actuation was feasible on MRI-compatible devices without being affected by
the strong magnetic fields as well as the varying field generated during scanning.
A phantom test was then conducted to show that the device and its pneumatic ac-
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tuation would not affect the quality of the MR images. This test also verified the system
positioning accuracy with the MR images. The phantom used was a homemade phan-
tom jelly, and it consisted of a mixture of 200ml boiling water with 7.2 g gelatin powder
(Knox gelatin, Kraft Foods Global Inc.). It was imaged using a T1-weighted gradient echo
acquisition with TE/TR = 2.73/240ms, flip angle = 90
◦, bandwidth = 300Hz/pixel,
FoV = 120 × 120mm, matrix = 256 × 256, and slice thickness = 3mm to get
the high-resolution static images shown in Figure 3.10(a) - Figure 3.10(c), and a T1-
weighted gradient echo acquisition with TE/TR = 1.63/177.12ms, flip angle = 90
◦,
bandwidth = 300Hz/pixel, FoV = 120 × 120mm, matrix = 128 × 128, and slice
thickness = 3mm to get a low-resolution image with short scanning time for dynamic
imaging (5 frames per second), as shown in Figure 3.10(d).
No distortion due either to the 1-DOF prototype device or the pneumatic actuation
was observed in the MR images acquired. Near the RFA needle tip in all images presented
some blobs, which were resulted from the multiple sharp needle tips inside the RFA nee-
dle, since sharp edges could disturb the surrounding magnetic field and create artifacts in
the MR images.
To further quantify the effect of the pneumatic system and its actuation on the MR
image quality, SNR values were computed on the original DICOM images and the ROIs
used for this calculation were indicated on the images with rectangles, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.10. The calculated SNRs were summarized in Table 3.1. Only slight SNR variation
could be observed among the three high-resolution images, while their SNR values were
significantly lower than that of the low-resolution image shown in Figure 3.10(d), due to







(c) 25.4mm position (d) Low-resolution MR image (for dynamic
imaging)
Figure 3.10: MR images of phantom to evaluate pneumatic actuation ac-
curacy and MRI-compatibility. (a)–(c) are the high resolu-
tion static images while (d) is the low resolution dynamic
image. The rectangles indicate the ROIs used to calculate
the SNR for each image.
imaging parameters. Since the final application would use the MR images to estimate the
position of the device, the low-resolution dynamic image shown in Figure 3.10(d) further
explained the reason why 1mm was chosen as the desired positioning resolution.
The MR images shown in Figure 3.10(a) - Figure 3.10(c) were taken when the
needle was at the initial position, the 12.7mm position, and the 25.4mm position, re-
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Table 3.1: SNRs of the MR images with the 1-DOF prototype device
Experimental Setup SNR Values
High-resolution image with needle at initial position 46.71
High-resolution image with needle at 12.7mm position 45.47
High-resolution image with needle at 25.4mm position 43.88
Low-resolution image with needle at 25.4mm position 132.52
spectively. As clearly seen in those images, the positions measured from the MR images
matched our desired positions closely. This demonstrated that the pneumatic actuation
along with its validating 1-DOF prototype device was fully MRI-compatible and could
position accurately as designed without any interference inside the MRI.
3.7 Pneumatic Control of the Cylinders of the Slave Robot
The work in the previous sections has shown that it is feasible to use pneumatic actua-
tion through long transmission lines to achieve MRI-compatible actuation inside the MRI
bore. With the inverse kinematics derived in Section 2.6, the length of each cylinder, in-
cluding the three brass cylinders of the parallel mechanism and the two cable cylinders
of the X-Y stage, can be computed for any desired pose. Then, the computed cylinder
lengths will be sent to respective pneumatic controller to perform the accurate cylinder
position control, actuating the slave robot.
The feasibility study of the pneumatic actuation was done over long transmission
lines using proportional pressure valves, so that the complicated nonlinear orifice mass
flow rate could be avoided and direct pressure command could be used. The proportional
pressure valves used, though with a nominal reaction time of less than 10ms, took a much
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longer time to establish the desired pressure at the output port. This was further affected
by the long and relative thick (3.175mm or 1/8" ID) transmission lines, which added up
to the cylinder chambers dead volume by several folds and resulted in the response time of
the valve-transmission line in the order of 0.1 s or higher. To mitigate such issue, thinner
transmission lines with 1.5875mm (1/16") ID and 3/5 proportional mass flow rate valves
(Festo, MPYE-5-1/4-010-B) were used when the pneumatic actuation was applied to the
slave robot.
Due to the slave robot configuration, the brass cylinders of the parallel mechanism
have very small loads of a few hundred grams, which is mainly the mass of the cylinder
piston rod, and the control law used is PI control with modified integration. Integration in
PID control can eliminate positioning error by offsetting load disturbance such as cylinder
stiction force, but at the risk of inducing overshoots or limit cycles. To take advantage of
the merits of integration while avoiding its negative impact, a modified integration term
has been adopted, with which the position error will only be integrated when it is larger
than 0.5mm and its derivative, i.e., the cylinder velocity, is less than 1mm/s. With a
modest P gain with respect to the friction force level, the maximum cylinder velocity
is limited so that the desired slow and smooth actuation without large overshoot can be
ensured and a positioning accuracy of 0.5mm is achieved. Experiments have been con-
ducted with step signals to verify the effectiveness of this controller, and the response
curves of one of the brass cylinders are shown in Figure 3.11.
As shown in Figure 3.11(a), a step signal from 45mm to 75mm was commanded
at t = 5 s, and the cylinder responded quickly as a result of the large control output.
Such large control output was due to the P term when the position error was large and
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(a) Step response of a brass cylinder with mass flow rate valve























(b) Trajectory following response of a brass cylinder with mass flow rate valve
Figure 3.11: Experimental result of a brass cylinder controlled with a
mass flow rate valve through long pneumatic transmission
lines. Reprint from [2], c© IEEE.
quick initial motion could also be attributed to the friction force drop after the stiction
force had been overcome. As the position error decreased, the control output decreased
with its P component, and the cylinder was slowed down by the friction force. Once the
velocity of the moving cylinder dropped to the pre-set value, the integration term kicked
in and maintained the control output while the position error was decreasing, effectively
actuating the cylinder steadily towards the desired position without overshoot. To further
improve the smoothness of the cylinder motion, a reference trajectory was generated with
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2mm/s2 acceleration and 5mm/s maximum velocity and was used as the commanded
input of the modified PI controller. As expected, the cylinder moved smoothly with its
maximum velocity confined, as shown in Figure 3.11(b). The cylinder stood still for
about 3 seconds after the reference trajectory initiated due to the slow pressure build-up
process along the long transmission lines. Then, it started to move at almost the same
speed as the reference trajectory, and when it got near to the desired position (about
5mm), the modified integration term took effect and kept the cylinder moving slowly and
steadily towards its final destination (within 0.5mm positioning error) while avoiding the
undesired overshoot.
Unlike brass cylinders, the cable cylinders of the X-Y stage had to carry the par-
allel mechanism and the load on the y-direction cable cylinder even reached up to 8 kg.
With such large payload, the friction force along these two cable cylinders increased sig-
nificantly, mainly of the coulomb friction component. Hence, the control law used for
the cable cylinders was PD control with fixed feed-forward friction compensation. The
experimental result with step input signals were shown in Figure 3.12.
As shown in Figure 3.12(a), a step signal from 102mm to 210mm was commanded
to the x-direction cable cylinder at t = 3 s. Smooth response with a small overshoot was
achieved after about 0.6 s reaction time, which was the time needed to establish high
enough pressures inside the cylinder chambers through the long transmission lines to
overcome the large friction force. The controller easily achieved the 1mm positioning
accuracy thanks to the large payload. The response curve commanded by a reference
trajectory generated with 50mm/s2 acceleration and 50mm/s maximum velocity was
also presented in Figure 3.12(b). Compared to the case in Figure 3.12(a), the cylinder
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(a) Step response of the x-direction cable cylinder with mass flow rate valve





















(b) Trajectory following response of the x-direction cable cylinder with mass flow rate valve
Figure 3.12: Experimental result of the x-direction cable cylinder con-
trolled with a mass flow rate valve through long pneumatic
transmission lines
started to respond after a longer pressure build-up process, since the position error were
smaller at the initial phase and resulted in a smaller controller output. Then, the cylinder
accelerated and caught up with the reference trajectory smoothly and finally reached its
desired position as expected.
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter, a MRI-compatible 1-DOF pneumatically actuated prototype device has
been implemented, based on which the feasibility of pneumatic actuation with long trans-
mission lines inside the MRI has been studied. A model of the pneumatic actuation system
has been established, and various SMC controllers have been designed, implemented, and
evaluated both inside and outside the MRI environment. Experimental results show that
reasonably good control performance of the pneumatic actuation with positioning error
of less than 1mm is attainable with SMC controllers inside the MRI without affecting the
quality of the MR images. Controllers for the pneumatic cylinders of the slave robot are
then designed and implemented with good performance.
Followed by the MRI-compatible slave robot implementation and its pneumatic
actuation, work on the design and implementation of the master robot will be discussed
in the next chapter, with which a teleoperation system can be constructed.
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Chapter 4
Design and Development of the Master Robot
With the MRI-compatible slave robot implemented in Chapter 2 and its corresponding
pneumatic control strategy developed in Chapter 3, it is feasible to perform breast biopsy
needle insertion inside the MRI scanner bore with continuous imaging guidance. How-
ever, the goal is not necessarily to replace the physician from such task, but to provide
a means to assist the physician perform the needle insertion more efficiently and more
accurately [21]. The physician should stay inside the MRI control room watching the
MR images acquired in real-time and manipulate therein the slave robot to perform breast
biopsy needle insertion procedures without the need of removing the patient from the
MRI bore. In this way, the multiple iterations can be avoided and the sampling error can
be minimized.
To manipulate the slave robot, the physician has to furnish the desired needle inser-
tion depth, needle tip position and needle orientation to the slave robot controller so that
each link variable can be solved. Even though that is an accurate way, it is very unintuitive
to manipulate the slave robot in this manner, since the physician has to figure out those
numbers from the available MR images by random guessing. This will adversely lead to
a “trial and error” procedure that could require a long manipulation time. It is also not
intuitive to have the needle-tissue interaction force sensed by the fiber-optic force sensor
be displayed as numbers to let the physician “feel” the force. Therefore, it is necessary to
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develop a manipulation capability, through which the slave robot can be manipulated as
if the physician is operating the slave robot directly and can feel physically the insertion
force exerted on the needle.
Such manipulation capability can be achieved with a master device that can act
as a high resolution input device. It can read the position, orientation and push / pull
commands from the physician while transmitting the needle-tissue interaction force cue
to the physician [13]. The haptic feedback interface implemented in this way can also
enable the physician to feel the puncture force when the needle penetrates various tissue
membranes. That can be very helpful cues for an experienced physician to determine
where the needle tip is and whether the needle has been inserted into the target tumor.
Knowledge of such force is not only important for the practicing physician, but can also
facilitate physician to train and understand the needle-tissue interaction force, which is
one of the most difficult aspects of surgery to master [49].
In this chapter, an intuitive master manipulator that shares the similar structure of
the slave robot is designed and implemented. It is haptic feedback enabled and can be
used by the physician to control the slave robot inside the MRI bore. The details of the
manipulator design and implementation is presented in Section 4.1, and its kinematics is
described in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 discusses the control scheme of the master robot,
and summaries are made in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Design and Implementation of the Master Robot
Unlike the design of the slave robot that has to fit in a limited space and has to be ac-
tuated and sensed with MRI-compatible techniques, the design and implementation of
the master robot is more flexible with respect to the choices of material, actuators, and
sensors. Nonetheless, the master robot is to be used by the physician to manipulate the
MRI-compatible slave robot implemented and perform the needle insertion task in an in-
tuitive way. That means the manipulation of the master robot should be similar if not
identical to the kinematic behavior of the slave robot. In addition, the information of the
needle-tissue interaction force exerted on the needle is beneficial to the physician when
inserting the needle into the tissue, and hence, should be reflected on the master robot
along the needle insertion direction. According to these requirements, the master robot
has been designed and implemented as shown in Figure 4.1 and the CAD drawing of each
component is listed in Appendix B. It consists of a needle driver subsystem and a parallel
mechanism subsystem, and these two subsystems correspond respectively to the two sub-
systems of the slave robot. They will help the physician perform the needle insertion task
and the needle orientation adjustment task intuitively. The teleoperation of the X-Y stage
of the slave robot can be achieved by directly using the keyboard for implementation sim-
plicity, since the X-Y stage aligns with the world coordinate with decoupled actuation in
































4.1.1 Needle Driver of the Master Robot
The design objective for the needle driver subsystem of the master robot is to duplicate the
needle insertion and retraction motion while providing the desired needle insertion depth
information to the needle driver of the slave robot and reflecting the needle insertion force
measured by the force sensor of the slave robot to the physician.
To achieve the needle insertion and retraction motion, a rack and pinion structure
is adopted. It has two pinions (McMaster, 7880K26) with an 11.1252mm (0.438") pitch
diameter that push the rack (Quality Transmission Components, BSR0.8-300) against the
rack support along a machined slot, as shown in Figure 4.1. An encoder (US Digital, S4-
250-125-N-D) with 250 CPI resolution is attached to the pinion that locates at the back
of the mobile platform and provides the position of the rack, or equivalently, the needle
depth information with a resolution of 0.035mm.
To provide the desired haptic feedback force to the physician, the needle driver is
actuated with en electrical motor (Sparkfun Electronics, ROB-08912) that attaches the
other pinion in front of the mobile platform. The electrical motor is driven by a motor
driver (Advanced Motion Controls, 25A8) and can provide torque up to 0.1836N · m
(26 oz · inches). That converts to over 30N actuation force along the rack / needle inser-
tion direction and is sufficient to generate the measured needle-tissue interaction force.
When providing haptic feedback force, the electrical motor stalls and the excessive heat
generated by such stall current could potentially burn the motor. Therefore, the motor
driver has been tuned such that its output current limit is slightly lower than the rated
stall current of the motor. The generated force is measured by a 6-DOF commercial force
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sensor (JR3, 20E12A-I25) that connects the rack and the handle with adaptors, and closed
loop control is used to ensure accurate force feedback.
The needle driver is attached to the mobile platform through the rack support as
well as the brackets on which the electrical motor and the encoder mount. A mock needle
is also manufactured and attached to the other side of the rack to improve intuitiveness of
this needle driver.
4.1.2 Parallel Mechanism of the Master Robot
To ensure intuitive needle orientation adjusting operation, a similar three-link parallel
mechanism is adopted for the master robot. However, the slave robot requires a compact
design to fit into the limited space available inside the MRI bore, and hence the same
small radius has been chosen for the mobile platform and the base platform, on which
the extensible links lie. Duplicating the parallel mechanism of the slave robot for the
master robot will leave little space among the extensible links, making it difficult for the
physician to operate. Therefore, the extensible links of the master robot are intentionally
attached to the base platform on a circle with larger radius, 139.7mm (5.5"). This design
brings out sufficient room inside the structure for the physician to place his hand and
manipulate the master robot. The circle radius on the mobile platform of the master
robot, in contrast, is chosen to be identical to that of the slave robot. This is to ensure that
the mobile platform of the master robot can translate along the xb and yb directions in the
same coupled manner as that of the slave robot when the needle orientation is adjusted,
since it has been shown in (2.40) and (2.41) that such coupling dependence is only on the
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circle radius of the mobile platform, r, but not on the circle radius of the base platform,
R.
To ensure the full workspace of the slave robot’s parallel mechanism is covered
by that of the master, the 101.6mm (4") stroke brass cylinders have been used (Al-
lenair Brass Cylinder, C-7/8x4-BU-L-SZ), and their positions are measured by sensing
membranes that measure up to 150mm (spectrasymbol, TSP-L-0150-103-1%-RH). To
facilitate solving for the orientation of the mock needle on the master robot and remove
the numerical iterating computation process described in Section 2.6.2 in the case that
those orientation information should be commanded to the slave robot, three rotary po-
tentiometric sensors (Novotechnik, PL300 10k0 AA130 FK) are included to measure the
rotation angles subtended between the extensible links and the base platform. Three cou-
plers (McMaster, 6208K22) are used to connect the rotary sensors and the pins to which
the cylinders are fixed to account for small misalignment during assembly and ensure
accurate measurement of the rotation angles.
4.2 Kinematic Map of the Master Robot to the Slave Robot
With the similar kinematic structure as that of the slave robot, the kinematic analysis of
the master robot can be performed based on the result derived in Section 2.6. Having
identical circle radius on the mobile platform as that of the slave robot, the schematic of
the parallel mechanism of the master robot overlaid with that of the slave robot is shown
in Figure 4.2.






























































































































































































































































































































along circles of different radii, it is possible to map the extensible link variables of the
master robot to those of the slave robot directly. That can avoid the complicated and time-
consuming computation of the forward kinematics of the master robot and the inverse
kinematics of the slave robot. Since the spherical joints are evenly spaced along the
circles on their respective mobile platforms and those circles are of the same radius, it is
shown in (2.40) and (2.41) that the two parallel mechanisms could share a same kinematic
behavior relative to their base platforms. Assuming that the base platforms coincide with
each other and share the same base coordinate, as shown in Figure 4.2, the corresponding
revolute joints Ri and R
′
i (i = 1, 2, 3) are at a fixed distance (∆R) away, and ∆R = R−r.
When the mobile platforms of the master robot and the slave robot achieve a same spatial
position and orientation, the two mobile platforms will coincide with each other. Hence,
the corresponding spherical joints will also coincide with each other at Si (i = 1, 2, 3).
Therefore, the point of Si, Ri, and R
′
i on link i form a triangle. By measuring the lengths
of the extensible link on the master robot, L′i (i = 1, 2, 3), and the corresponding angles
θi (i = 1, 2, 3), the lengths of the extensible links on the slave robot, Li (i = 1, 2, 3), can






2 +∆R2 − 2L′i∆R cos θi (4.1)
Note that both parallel mechanisms attach their extensible links via revolute joints,
which restricts the motion of the extensible links in the vertical plane about the base
platform. Hence, the angle θi that subtends between R
′







is essentially the same rotation angle of link i and thus can be easily measured by the
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corresponding rotary sensor.
4.3 Control of the Master Robot
The master robot is designed to be actuated only for its needle insertion DOF to reflect
the needle-tissue interaction force. For the parallel mechanism that is mainly used as
a interface to adjust the needle orientation while the slave robot is not contacting with
its surrounding environment, only simple control strategy has been implemented for the
cylinders so that the parallel mechanism can be locked in place as needed to help the
physician perform the needle insertion task.
The locking of the brass cylinders of the parallel mechanism is achieved by pressur-
izing chambers at both sides of the cylinders before closing their connection ports. Two
pressure valves (Hoerbiger, Tecno plus, PS120100-080-036) are used to change the air
pressures inside the cylinder chambers in groups of three, since the effective piston areas
on both sides are different. This is due to the presence of the cylinder rod at only one
side of the cylinder, and different pressures have to be applied to avoid generating any
net force. After the cylinder chambers are pressurized, six check valves (Festo, HGL-1/8
NPT) are used to close the connecting port of each cylinder chamber independently. By
opening all the check valves and setting the pressure valve outputs at atmosphere pres-
sure, air can flow into and out of the cylinder chambers freely, allowing the cylinders to
move easily. This would allow the physician to adjust the needle orientation as needed.
Once such orientation adjustment is done and the physician is ready to perform the needle
insertion task, high pressures (350 kPa in chambers on one side of each cylinder) are set
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for the two pressure valves to pressurize the cylinder chambers. The check valves are
then closed to lock the cylinders in place. This will help avoid the involuntary needle
orientation change during the needle insertion phase and relieve the stress and fatigue
experienced by the physician.
The actuation of the needle driver employs P control for both force and position
control so that different control modes are available for different operation phases: when
the physician is adjusting the needle orientation and is still preparing for needle insertion,
position control can be activated to lock the needle in place and prevent unintentional
needle insertion; when performing the needle insertion task, it is necessary to provide
the needle-tissue interaction force feedback to the physician, and hence the force control
is enabled. To improve the effectiveness of needle locking, the force measured by the
force sensor is also used in the position control and fed forward to the electrical motor
to compensate the force exerted by the physician and reduce the static positioning error.









Kpxex +KposF, Position control
Kpfef , Force control
(4.2)
where umotor is the electrical motor input voltage, ex and ef are the respective position
error and force error, and Kpx and Kpf are the proportional gains for the position control
and the force control, respectively. F is the force sensed by the master robot force sensor




In this chapter, the design and implementation of the master robot, which serves as a high
resolution input device and helps the physician manipulate the slave robot implemented
in Chapter 2, is presented. Kinematic analysis that maps the master robot directly to the
slave robot has been carried out, and the control strategy for the master robot has been
discussed. The next chapter will discuss the integration of the master robot and the slave
robot, as well as the control of the complete teleoperation system.
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Chapter 5
Teleoperation Integration and the Graphic User Interface of the System
Based on the MRI-compatible slave robot developed in Chapter 2 with appropriate pneu-
matic actuation technique through long pneumatic transmission lines described in Chap-
ter 3 and the master robot implemented in Chapter 4, a teleoperated surgical system could
be constructed that would enable the physician sitting in the control room to manipulate
the MRI-compatible slave robot located inside the MRI bore using the master robot. In
this way, the physician could take advantage of the continuous MR images acquired in
real-time and correct intuitively any needle positioning error shown in the images, using
the master robot.
The technique of teleoperation enables the manipulation of mechatronic and robotic
devices at a distance. It greatly extends the sensing and manipulation capability of the
human operator and allows tasks under hazardous environment be performed while the
human operator operates the device at a safe place. Sheridan reviewed the historical de-
velopment of teleoperation prior to the 1980s and envisioned the thriving of teleoperation
techniques in numerous fields [159]. Hollis et al. developed a 6-DOF fine motion wrist
based on magnetically levitation [160]. Such wrist was then installed on a conventional
manipulator to construct a teleoperation slave that would be applied in manipulation tasks
requiring high precision and fine compliant motion with force-reflection capability [161].
Salcudean et al. studied the impedance control and applied it in a teleoperated mini exca-
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vator to improve the completion time and task quality [162]. Fischer et al. applied tele-
operation technique in the medical field and presented two different telerobotic devices
for use in CT-and / or MRI-guided high precision radiological interventions [163]. Sitti
et al. proposed a teleoperated nano-scale touching system with nano-forces scaling and
such system would enable the study of nano-scale surface topography and contact [164].
Nguyen et al. presented a novel interface design for the intuitive teleoperation of wheeled
and tracked vehicles [165]. Talasaz et al. incorporated haptic-enabled teleoperation into
MIS tumor treatment to facilitate the physician to locate the tumor with tissue instrumen-
tation force feel [166].
In this chapter, the teleoperation system that would enable the physician to perform
breast biopsy needle insertion in the hard-to-reach space inside the MRI scanner bore will
be developed, based on the aforementioned devices and actuation techniques. The system
integration of the master and slave robots is described in Section 5.1; and the control strat-
egy of the teleoperation system is presented in Section 5.2. The evaluation result of the
integrated system is shown in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 discusses the implemented GUI
that facilitates the physician performing the task. Section 5.5 summarizes this chapter.
5.1 Integration of the Master System
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the master robot is specially designed to work with the MRI-
compatible slave robot implemented in Chapter 2. It provides an intuitive means to the
physician to adjust the needle orientation, whose kinematics is unintuitive and is gov-
erned by the parallel mechanism of the slave robot. The haptic-enabled master robot also
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enables the physician to feel the needle insertion force while he or she is advancing the
needle, and that is achieved by a fully actuated needle driver. In this way, the physician
can control the needle orientation and insertion of the slave robot remotely, by manipu-
lating the mock needle of the master robot.
The needle insertion / retraction can be done by pushing / pulling the handle of the
master robot. Assisted by the electrical motor to overcome the device friction force, the
rack slides smoothly and the needle depth information can be measured by the optical
encoder. That corresponds to the desired needle depth for the slave robot. To adjust the
needle orientation of the slave robot, the physician can change the orientation of the mock
needle on the master robot, and the link lengths of the master robot change accordingly.
With a similar structure to that of the slave robot’s parallel mechanism subsystem, it is
shown in Section 4.2 that the desired link lengths of the slave robot’s parallel mechanism
can be easily related to the corresponding link lengths of the master robot. Hence, the link
lengths of the parallel mechanism at the slave robot side can be computed without solving
the complicated forward and inverse kinematics of the parallel mechanisms. Therefore,
the configuration map of the master and the slave robots can be conveniently reduced
to actuator level one-to-one map. The corresponding structure of the master robot to
the X-Y stage of the slave robot is intentionally omitted for implementation to reduce
the complexity of the master robot, and keyboard input will be used to control the X-Y
stage of the slave robot. This will not affect the intuitive operation of the teleoperation
system, since the X-Y stage moves along the x and y axes of the world coordinate and is
straightforward to adjust.
Based on the actuator level correlation described above, a teleoperation system can
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be achieved. The master and the slave robot each has its dedicated DAQ cards (Senso-
ray, Model 626) and control computer, and the communication channel can be established
through the network communication between the two control computers. The master con-
trol computer collects the actuator level configuration data of the master robot as well as
accepting the commands for the X-Y stage from the keyboard and sends them to the slave
control computer, where simple computation is carried out to get the commands for each
actuator of the slave robot. Then, the slave control computer controls its actuators moving
towards their commanded positions with the information acquired from the DAQ system.
In the meanwhile, this slave configuration information is sent to the master control com-
puter for data logging purpose as well as proper actuation of the master robot along the
needle insertion DOF for haptic force feedback.
The implemented slave robot and the master are thus integrated as a teleoperated
surgical system, based on which the control strategy of such teleoperation system can be
developed.
5.2 Control Strategy for the Teleoperation System
With the actuator level one-to-one map achieved, the control scheme of the master-slave
teleoperation system, as shown in Figure 5.1, is proposed. The only connection between
the master and the slave robot systems is the network communication channel between the
master and the slave control computer, both of which reside in the MRI control room. The
dashed lines indicate actuator level virtual connections established with the information
communicated through the network. With a fully actuated needle driver in the master
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Figure 5.1: The control scheme of the master-slave teleoperation sys-
tem. The only connection between the master and the slave
robot systems is the network communication channel, and
the dashed lines indicate actuator level virtual connections
established with the information communicated through net-
work [97].
robot, bilateral control is implemented for the needle insertion DOF to help the physician
perform the needle insertion task with force feedback. For other DOFs, only unilateral
control is implemented, since the parallel mechanism of the master robot cannot be fully
actuated, and the counterpart of the slave robot’s X-Y stage is not present in the current
master robot implementation.
The two control computers of the master and the slave robot are both equipped with
Intel R© Core
TM
i5 3.1GHz CPU, 4GB memory, and Intel R© Gigabit Network Adaptors are
used to establish the necessary network communication through a dedicated local router.
Such network communication can potentially introduce time delays and deteriorate the
control performance or even destroy the system stability. Extensive work has been done
to address this issue [167–177]. Anderson and Spong studied the stability in a force-
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reflecting bilateral teleoperation with substantial time delay, and the time delay was in the
order of magnitude of 40ms [167]. Niemeyer and Slotine pointed out the system stability
could be compromised if the total time delay would provide more than a 90◦ phase shift
at the frequency of a first-order system and utilized wave variables to develop adaptive
tracking controller for control of remote robotic system [168]. Tzafestas et al. applied an
adaptive impedance control scheme in a haptic teleoperation system to alleviate problems
associated with the presence of time delay around 200ms. Xu et al. proposed two control
methods to address the bilateral control of a car-like planetary rover under communica-
tion delay up to 900ms [175]. Looking at a representative “median” time delay of 50ms,
Lawrence studied the stability and transparency problems in bilateral teleoperation con-
trol, and believed that very small time delays such as 1ms would cause little performance
degradation [177]. Hence, it is necessary to determine the time delay introduced by the
network communication.
To find the range of the time delay presented in the current system, an experiment
was conducted as follows: A first data packet was sent by the slave control computer after
a hardware timer had been initiated, and as soon as it arrived at the master control com-
puter, a reply data packet was sent back. This reply packet was then replied by the slave
control computer with another data packet, and such sending and replying iteration would
be repeated until a preset number of iterations was reached at the slave control computer.
The total time spent for this process would be recorded and used to compute the average
time delay of a single trip, with the assumption that the time delays of both directions
were of the same value. The data packets sent from both computers were the exact same
ones used in actual communication, and a total of 10, 000 iterations were repeated for
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Table 5.1: Experimental result of the network communication time delay
Test Number












Average 0.2042 ± 0.1203 0.2191 ± 0.1205
each test. Ten tests had been performed with UDP and TCP protocols respectively, and
the average single trip time delays are listed in Table 5.1.
The average time delays are computed to be 0.2191±0.1205ms under TCP protocol
and 0.2042 ± 0.1203ms under UDP protocol, and the highest time delay observed is no
more than 0.5ms. These number are very small compared to the currently implemented
500Hz sampling rate, not to mention the fact that the pressure wave delay along the 9
meters pneumatic transmission lines is in the order of 10ms. It also falls into the small
time delay category that cause little system performance degradation as stated in [177].
Therefore, the time delay due to the network communication is neglected in the current
implementation.
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The UDP protocol is generally more suitable for real-time applications under com-
plicated and unreliable network environment since dropping packets is preferable over
waiting for delayed packets and smaller time delay is more desirable in those applica-
tions. However, the smaller time delay compared to that under TCP protocol is achieved
at the cost of no guarantee of delivery, ordering, or packet duplication. The communi-
cation between the master and the slave robot control computers described here is im-
plemented through a dedicated local router and the time delay under UDP protocol only
shows marginal improvement compared to that under TCP protocol. Also considering
that the communication of the teleoperation system includes data packets carrying special
command for operation mode switching, TCP protocol is chosen for its implementation
simplicity and reliability.
With such a teleoperation system, the physician can manipulate the master robot
to first adjust the needle orientation and actuate the X-Y stage with a keyboard so that
the needle is pointing along the desired orientation at the appropriate incision point. It
is worth noting that the rotation center of the needle is neither on the needle tip nor on
the mobile platform of the parallel mechanism, and the position of the needle tip as well
as the center point of the mobile platform will change as a result of the needle orienta-
tion change, as shown in Section 2.6. To ensure an intuitive operation, the physician can
optionally configure the control computers to automatically calculate the offsets and ap-
ply them to the X-Y stage as well as the needle driver such that the needle tip position
is maintained. After the needle is adjusted to the right configuration in the positioning
mode, the physician can lock up other DOFs except the needle insertion one and perform
the needle insertion task in the insertion mode. Such separation of the “positioning” and
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“insertion” modes could be an advantage since it gives extra safety on the overall sys-
tem [21]. During the process of needle insertion, the physician can also switch back to
the positioning mode and readjust the needle orientation as needed, though such adjust-
ment is not encouraged since the steering of an 8 gauge (4.191mm in diameter) needle
can cause excessive damage to the surrounding tissue.
5.3 Experimental Evaluation of the Teleoperation System
An experiment has been conducted to evaluate the teleoperation capability of the inte-
grated teleoperated surgical system by manipulating the master and adjusting the needle
orientation arbitrarily, and the commanded curves sensed by the master robot as well as
the response curves measured at the slave robot are shown in Figure 5.2. The response
curves of the X-Y stage of the slave robot are omitted here since their commands are
formed with the keyboard of the master control computer, and the time delay experienced
in the network communication is negligible compared to the slow response of the cable
cylinder shown in Figure 3.12. This effectively implements a direct control of the X-Y
stage, and same response as shown in Figure 3.12 should be expected.
The response curves of the slave robot shown in Figure 5.2 are the actual response
curves of the brass cylinders of the parallel mechanism, while the curves of the master
robot are computed using (4.1) and are the commanded inputs for the slave robot. As can
be seen from the plots, the slave robot is able to follow the master robot’s configuration
with its pneumatic controllers and reasonable performance is achieved. Tracking errors
can be observed in the response curves, and the error could be relatively large when fast
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(a) Response of parallel mechanism cylinder 1




















(b) Response of parallel mechanism cylinder 2




















(c) Response of parallel mechanism cylinder 3
Figure 5.2: Experimental result of the teleoperation system under free
manipulation for needle orientation [97].
varying commands with small change in amplitude are sent from the master robot. This
is due to the combination of the slow dynamic response of the pneumatic controller and
the nonlinear stiction friction force of the cylinders. However, such tracking performance
might be beneficial in removing jerky motion at the master robot. In general, the slave
robot is able to settle at the desired configuration after holding the master robot for several
seconds and is able to follow the master robot’s configuration.
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(a) Response of needle depth along insertion direction
















(b) Response of feedback force along insertion direction
Figure 5.3: Experimental result of the teleoperation system under free
manipulation for needle insertion [97].
A needle insertion task has also been performed on a piece of foam (expanded
polystyrene (EPS)). The needle used in this test is a customized 8 gauge aluminum needle
and the resultant curves are shown in Figure 5.3. The slave insertion depth is scaled down
by a factor of 4 since precise insertion depth is desired. This also mitigated the issue that
the needle driver of the slave robot has a limited insertion speed, while tracking errors are
still present during the process, as shown in Figure 5.3(a). To enhance the feedback force
feeling during needle insertion, the force is scaled up by a factor of 4, and the noisy force
data matches well in Figure 5.3(b).
These two experiments demonstrated the successful integration and control of the
master and the slave robots to achieve the teleoperated surgical system.
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5.4 Development of the GUI
The master robot provides an intuitive means for the physician to operate the slave robot;
yet it is necessary to develop an appropriate graphical user interface (GUI) for the tele-
operation system, since the master robot does not duplicate the motion of the slave robot
and it is beneficial for the physician to be able to visualize the configuration of the slave
robot.
A GUI program has been developed under the Qt framework, and a screenshot of
this program is shown in Figure 5.4. The dialog interface is divided into three areas:
• The Graphical Display area: The CAD model of the slave robot is displayed here
using Open Graphics Library (OpenGL). The configuration of the CAD model are
determined either from the widgets in the Command Input area, or by the actual
master robot configuration when network connection has been established between
the master control PC and this program.
• The Command Input area: The widgets that can take input to change the behaviour
of the program or the display of the slave CAD model are gathered here. The
inputs implemented in the current version include the view point and view position
parameters of the graphical display, the actuator parameters of the slave robot, and
the button to establish network connection with the master control PC.
• The System Prompt area: The output messages that indicate the status of the pro-
gram can be display here. Those messages are mainly for debugging purposes.










































with configuration commanded by the master robot and provides intuitive visual feedback
to the physician. This program is designed to be able to connect to both the master and
the slave control PCs. When it is connected only to the slave control PC, the slave robot
can also be controlled using this GUI program. If both the slave and the master control
PCs are connected, this program displays the configuration of the slave robot in real-time
for monitoring purpose only, and the slave robot is controlled using the master robot.
Potentially, this GUI can also display the target lesion with the surrounding tissue
according to the MR images acquired, along with the CAD model of the slave robot using
the configuration information acquired from the slave robot sensors. This can give the
physician a better understanding of the relative position of the slave robot and its needle
with respect to the target location. This program can also implement the feature that per-
forms online simulation for the slave robot according to the instantaneous commanded
configuration sent from the master robot. By superposition, both the simulated and the
instantaneous configuration of the slave robot can be displayed together to compensate
for the slow response of the slave robot due to its pneumatic actuation through long trans-
mission lines, as suggested in [159]. Complicated kinematics computation can also be
implemented such that the needle orientation change can be done by rotating the needle
about any designated spatial point including the incision point.
The features mentioned above are the possible ways of taking advantage of this
GUI. Along with the interface developed for the MRI scanner, this program can be very
helpful to apply the teleoperation system in clinical applications.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter the integration of the master robot and the slave robot into a teleopera-
tion system is presented, with which breast biopsy inside the MRI bore can be performed
by manipulating it remotely from inside the control room. The control strategy of the
teleoperation system has been discussed, and the experimental evaluation shows that the
teleoperation system is operational with reasonable dynamic performance. A GUI pro-
gram is then developed and can provide an intuitive visual feedback to the physician on
the real-time configuration of the slave robot. Various possibilities to take advantage of
the developed GUI program have also been presented in this chapter. Further experi-




Experimental Evaluation of the Master-Slave System
In the previous chapters, evaluation tests have been conducted on different aspects of
the teleoperated master-slave surgical system. The MRI-compatibility examination of the
slave robot has been performed in Chapter 2 and its pneumatic actuation via long trans-
mission lines is presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 5 the teleoperation system has been
integrated and its function validation test has been carried out. Yet, further experiments
on the complete teleoperation system needs to be executed to evaluate its overall perfor-
mance.
To be able to perform the ex vivo phantom targeting test and the in vivo live ani-
mal targeting test, minor modifications on the needle driver of the slave robot has to be
preformed. This chapter presents such modifications as well as the detailed results of the
aforementioned experiments and is organized as follows: The modification of the slave
robot and the MRI-compatibility study of the surgical system under dynamic MR imaging
sequence are discussed in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 covers the result of the ex vivo phan-
tom targeting experiment while Section 6.3 presents the result of the in vivo live animal
experiment. Summaries are presented in Section 6.4.
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6.1 MRI-Compatibility Evaluation under Dynamic MR Imaging
As shown in the MRI-compatibility evaluation result in Section 2.5, the slave robot does
not induce any visually detectable artifact on the MR images. Hence, the position and
orientation of the needle is unavailable from the MR images prior to its insertion into the
target (tissue). Without such imaging feedback during the initial phase of needle inser-
tion, it has been confirmed in actual prostate brachytherapy procedures that the necessary
correction of needle insertion position and / or orientation could be delayed [95]. To ac-
quire those information independent of the robotic device, Rea et al. proposed to apply
passive microcoil fiducials on the device to generate artifacts in the MR images, so that
the position information can be retrieved by real-time MR image processing [178]. In
our implementation, the active MR tracking sensor, called EndoScout R© sensor, has been
adopted.
The EndoScout R© sensor consists of three orthogonal coils. Specialized gradient
pulses are embedded into the imaging pulse sequence, and the voltage from these pulses
is captured by these coils and digitized at a rate of 20Hz and converted to determine the
location and orientation of the sensor [179–181]. The sensor, in conjunction with the
pulse sequence, is pre-calibrated using a special grid that spans the entire diameter and
the length of the MRI scanner bore and converts the signals to spatial location within the
MRI machine. The induced voltages in the sensor during actual use are then compared by
an optimization algorithm to a previously determined map of the field space to determine
the tracking position and orientation of the sensor.
To mount the sensor onto the slave robot and to ensure its proper function, the nee-
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dle driver implementation as well as the needle has been modified, as shown in Figure 6.1.
Three modifications have been made in this implementation:
1. The fixing tube has been redesigned to mount the EndoScout R© sensor;
2. The fixture has been replaced with a plastic version to avoid deteriorating the track-
ing accuracy of the EndoScout R© sensor;
3. The customized 8 gauge aluminum needle is replaced by a needle that is customized
from a 12 gauge high field MRI coaxial needle (Invivo, 9896 032 06491) for im-
proved quality of MR images and good penetration capability.
After those modifications, MRI test is performed on the slave robot to verify its
MRI-compatibility under dynamic imaging and its impact on the MR image quality. The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.2 with the slave robot placed inside the MRI
bore.
Testing is performed using a 3T Tim Trio MR scanner (Siemens Medical Solu-
tions; Malvern, PA) with a breast coil and the phantom used is chicken breast purchased
at the local supermarket. Dynamic imaging is used for real-time monitoring of the nee-
dle insertion and the imaging sequence used is a rapid gradient echo sequence (FLASH
sequence, TE/TR = 1.5/4.1− 8ms, flip angle = 10◦, bandwidth = 1302Hz/pixel,
FoV = 300 × 300mm, matrix = 192 × 192, slice thickness = 3mm). The dynamic
MR images are acquired under various scenarios throughout the procedure of performing
a needle insertion task, namely: a) when only the phantom is present in the MRI bore; b)
when the robot is put in the MRI bore without any power; c) when the robot is powered
on and holding its position; d) when the robot is actuated by its pneumatic actuators to
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(a) The CAD drawing of the modified needle driver
(b) The actual photo of the modified needle driver
Figure 6.1: The modified needle driver that can mount the EndoScout R©
MR sensor
adjust the needle insertion position and orientation; e) when the piezo motor is actuated
to perform needle insertion; f) when the robot is retracting the needle; g) when the needle
is fully retracted from the phantom; and h) when the robot is powered off at the end of
the procedure. All images can be clearly depicted with no visually-detectable distortion
or difference, as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental setup for the MRI-compatibility evaluation in
the MRI
Table 6.1: SNRs of the dynamic MR images under various scenarios with
ROIs defined in Figure 6.3









The SNR values in Table 6.1 and the SNR curves in Figure 6.4 show consistent
SNR change. When the robot is placed inside the MRI bore a negligible SNR drop can be
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(a) MR image with phantom only; (b) MR image with robot powered off;
(c) MR image with robot powered on; (d) MR image with robot targeting with pneu-
matic actuation;
Figure 6.3: Dynamic MR images under various scenarios throughout a
needle insertion task. (continued)
observed. Powering on the robot and actuating the robot pneumatically also lead to SNR
losses that are small enough to be neglected. The SNR values in Figure 6.4(e), (g) and
(h) are slightly higher than those of the other five images. That is due to the 6mm change
of slice position at which the MR images are taken in order to make the needle in plane.
Throughout the complete procedure under different actuation conditions, the variation of
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(e) MR image with robot inserting needle with
piezo actuation;
(f) MR image with robot retracting needle with
piezo actuation;
(g) MR image with robot retracted needle from
the phantom;
(h) MR image with robot powered off;
Figure 6.3: (continued) Dynamic MR images under various scenarios
throughout a needle insertion task.
the SNR values is less than 8% even with the spatial variation present.
The acquired MR images and the SNR analysis show that the slave robot does not
induce significant image distortion which cause severe degradation in the image quality.
Hence, it can be safely operated inside the scanner with only minimal loss in SNR.
To further test the effect of the robot within the magnetic field with respect to the
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Figure 6.4: The SNR curve of the dynamic MR images throughout the
MRI-compatibility test: the letters denote the aforementioned
scenarios under which the dynamic images are acquired.
object being imaged, the field homogeneity maps are generated using a large uniform
chicken breast and the distance of the slave robot to the slice being imaged are varied.
The distance of the slave robot measured from the fixing tube of the needle driver towards
the imaging volume varies from 25 cm to 5.5 cm. Figure 6.5 shows the phase images
from the chicken breast and are reflective of the field inhomogeneity. As can be seen
from Figure 6.5 the field is very uniform (with frequency shift less than 10 part per million
(ppm)) when the slave robot is not on the table (top left image) and when the slave robot is
25 cm away from the imaging slice. However, this uniformity is disturbed at the periphery
of the phantom as the distance between the imaging volume and the slave robot decreases.
The field inhomogeneities increase to as high as 40 ppm mainly at the periphery of the
phantom while preserving the homogeneity at the center. Such field inhomogeneities have
the potential to induce error greater than 5mm into the tracking sensor.
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Figure 6.5: Phase images of the chicken breast with the slave robot at var-
ious distances from the phantom. Note that the base of the
slave robot is 56.5 cm from the tip of the fixing tube of the
robot. Field inhomogeneities increase as the distance between
the slave robot and the imaging area of interest decreases.
Changes in field homogeneity also affect the tracking accu-
racy of the EndoScout R©.
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6.2 Ex Vivo Targeting Test under MR Guidance
Along with the experimental confirmation of the MRI-compatibility of the slave robot, ex-
periments have been performed multiple times using samples of either the chicken breast
(three insertions) or a pig’s thigh (four insertions) bought at the local supermarket that fit
between the top and bottom part of a 4-channel breast coil. Markers are placed into the
meat samples by placing M4×0.7×15mm plastic screws (three in the chicken breast and
four in the pig thigh sample) at various locations. The leading tip of the plastic screw is
considered the target and these targets are approached through robotic intervention from
different angles. To perform robot-assisted biopsy under MRI guidance, a series of high
resolution anatomical images are acquired and used to identify a target location in three
orthogonal planes (TE/TR = 2.46/440ms, flip angle = 87
◦, matrix = 192 × 192 × 35,
slice thickness = 3mm, 0.78mm in-plane resolution). From these images, along with
identifying the target point, the point of insertion is also identified. Once the MRI coor-
dinates for the point of insertion are determined, the robot is directed to that location in
a manner that the trajectory of the robot is in line with the point of entry and the target
within the image. Throughout this process, the location of the fixing tube is continuously
monitored from the EndoScout R© sensor as shown in Figure 6.6.
Once the robot is in place, additional imaging is performed to determine the plane
of traversal for the needle towards the target using the same high-resolution imaging as
described above. Tracking is then performed using rapid gradient echo sequence using 1-3
slices (FLASH sequence, TE/TR = 1.5/4.1−8ms, flip angle = 10◦, matrix = 192×192,
slice thickness = 3mm, 1.56mm in-plane resolution) to ensure that the needle reaches
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Figure 6.6: Sagittal (top left), coronal (top right), and axial (bottom) MR
images displaying the target in red circle within chick breast.
The green oval shows the entry point where the robot is guided
to in a manner that it is directed towards the target as shown
in the coronal image.
its target. The result of the last trial insertion into the chicken breast to reach the target
point from the surface of the skin is shown in Figure 6.7.
As shown in Figure 6.7, the top left image presents the embedded plastic screw, the
tip of which serves as the target, as well as the entry point for the robot. Advancement
of the needle is shown under continuous MRI imaging guidance in the next few frames.
Image on the bottom left shows the needle reaching the target with excellent accuracy,
and further advancement of the needle tilts the target as shown by the blue arrows in
subsequent frames. The targeting error is considered as 0mm, and the time it takes from
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Figure 6.7: Selected nine frames from continuous MRI as the needle ap-
proaches the target. The Invivo MRI coaxial needle hits the
target directly in the bottom left image.
taking the registration MR images till the needle hit the target is approximately 21 minutes
in this trial.
Prior to the aforementioned needle insertion experiment, six insertion trials have
been performed in total. The first four trials have been performed on a pig’s thigh mainly
to evaluate the targeting accuracy of the surgical system, while the other two trials along
with the one described above have been performed on the chicken breast to evaluate the
procedure time of the surgical system in addition to its targeting accuracy. The result of
each insertion is listed as follows:
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1. The experimental result of the first trial insertion is shown in Figure 6.8. Fig-
ure 6.8(a) shows three representative frames from the continuous MR images mon-
itoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches the target: the left image shows
the target screw along with the needle at the entry point; the middle image shows
the needle touches the tip of the embedded screw; and the right image shows that
the screw has been pushed by the needle and tilts towards the direction of nee-
dle insertion. The axial MR image and the zoom-in sagittal MR image shown in
Figure 6.8(b) and (c) further confirm that the needle is in contact with the target
screw. This demonstrates the accurate targeting capability considering the 5mm
slice thickness of the tracking MR images and the 4mm diameter of the target
screw. The needle is deemed to slip away from the screw after contact and the
targeting error is determined to be 0mm.
2. The experimental result of the second trial insertion is shown in Figure 6.9. Fig-
ure 6.9(a) shows three representative frames from the continuous MR images mon-
itoring in the coronal view as the needle approaches the target of the screw tip:
the left image shows the target screw along with the needle at the entry point; the
middle image shows the needle touches the embedded screw; and the right image
shows that the screw has been pushed by the needle and moves along the direction
of needle insertion. The static MR images taken in the axial and coronal views
shown in Figure 6.9(b) and (c) further confirm that the needle is in contact with the
target screw. Figure 6.9(b) shows that the needle reaches the target screw in the






(a) Selected three frames from continuous MRI monitoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches
the target. The imaging sequence parameters are TE/TR = 1.89/3.77ms, flip angle = 45
◦, bandwidth =
977Hz/pixel, FoV = 256× 256mm, matrix = 256× 256, slice thickness = 5mm.
Needle
Target
(b) The axial MR image that verifies the nee-
dle scraping against the screw. The imaging se-
quence parameters are TE/TR = 1.89/3.77ms,
flip angle = 45◦, bandwidth = 977Hz/pixel,
FoV = 256× 256mm, matrix = 256× 256, slice
thickness = 5mm.
(c) The sagittal MR image that verifies the nee-
dle scraping against the needle. The imaging se-
quence parameters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms,
flip angle = 87◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel,
FoV = 150× 200mm, matrix = 192× 256, slice
thickness = 3mm.
Figure 6.8: MR images taken as the needle approaches the target in the
pig’s thigh in the first insertion trial.
This is reasonable considering the fact that the needle is able to reach the screw
accurately in the tracking image plane, as shown in Figure 6.9(c). This can also be
excused by the fact that the slice thickness of the tracking MR images is 5mm, yet
it suggests that single plane MR image tracking is not sufficient to ensure accurate
needle insertion. The targeting error in this trial is determined to be 8.2mm.






(a) Selected three frames from continuous MRI monitoring in the coronal view as the needle approaches
the target. The imaging sequence parameters are TE/TR/TI = 1.15/2452.7/2200ms, flip angle = 20
◦,
bandwidth = 1532Hz/pixel, FoV = 300× 300mm, matrix = 192× 192, slice thickness = 5mm.
Needle Tip
8.2mm
(b) The axial MR image that verifies the needle
pushes against the screw at its center in length.
The distance from the needle to the tip of the
screw is measured to be 8.2mm. The imaging
sequence parameters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms,
flip angle = 87◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel,
FoV = 200× 150mm, matrix = 256× 192, slice
thickness = 3mm.
(c) The coronal MR image that verifies the nee-
dle pushes against the needle. The imaging se-
quence parameters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms,
flip angle = 90◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel,
FoV = 253× 280mm, matrix = 232× 256, slice
thickness = 3mm.
Figure 6.9: MR images taken as the needle approaches the target in the
pig’s thigh in the second insertion trial.
ure 6.10(a) shows one of the continuous MR images monitoring in the coronal
view. As shown in the image, the needle is slightly off the target screw and passes
by it with an offset. This is shown more evidently in Figure 6.10(b) where a static
MR image in the same coronal view but with a higher resolution has been taken
after the needle was further inserted into the phantom. The targeting error in this




(a) The dynamic coronal MR image taken af-
ter the needle passes by at 3.6mm from the tar-
get screw. The imaging sequence parameters
are TE/TR = 1.51/4.1ms, flip angle = 10
◦,
bandwidth = 1302Hz/pixel, FoV = 300 ×
300mm, matrix = 192 × 192, slice thickness =
3mm.
(b) The static coronal MR image that verifies
the relative position of the needle with respect to
the target screw. The imaging sequence param-
eters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms, flip angle =
87◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel, FoV = 300 ×
300mm, matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness =
3mm.
Figure 6.10: MR images taken as the needle approaches the target in the
pig’s thigh in the third insertion trial.
4. The experimental result of the fourth trial insertion is shown in Figure 6.11. Fig-
ure 6.11(a) shows three representative frames from the continuous MR images mon-
itoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches the target of the screw tip: the
left image shows the target screw along with the needle at the entry point; the mid-
dle image shows the needle touches the embedded screw; and the right image shows
that the screw has been pushed by the needle and moves along the direction of nee-
dle insertion. The needle is vaguely shown in these images since it is slightly off
the imaging plane, as shown in Figure 6.11(b) and (c). The static MR images taken
in the coronal view shown in Figure 6.11(b) confirms that the needle is in close
proximity with the target screw. This is further verified in Figure 6.11(c) where
the needle was replaced with an MRI marker to capture a clearer needle trace. The








(a) Selected three frames from continuous MRI monitoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches
the target. The imaging sequence parameters are TE/TR = 1.51/4.1ms, flip angle = 10
◦, bandwidth =
1302Hz/pixel, FoV = 300× 300mm, matrix = 192× 192, slice thickness = 3mm.
Target
Needle Tip
(b) The coronal MR image that shows the rel-
ative position of the needle with respect to the
target screw. The imaging sequence parameters
are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms, flip angle = 87
◦,
bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel, FoV = 300 ×
300mm, matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness =
3mm.
(c) The coronal MR image that confirms the
needle position after replacing the needle with
an MRI marker through the guiding cannula.
The imaging sequence parameters are TE/TR =
2.46/440ms, flip angle = 87◦, bandwidth =
320Hz/pixel, FoV = 300 × 300mm, matrix =
256× 256, slice thickness = 3mm.
Figure 6.11: MR images taken as the needle approaches the target in the
pig’s thigh in the fourth insertion trial.
5. The experimental result of the fifth trial insertion is shown in Figure 6.12. Fig-
ure 6.12(a) shows three representative frames from the continuous MR images
monitoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches the target of the screw tip:
the left image shows the target screw along with the needle at the entry point; the
middle image shows the needle touches the embedded screw; and the right image
shows that the screw has been pushed by the needle and moves along the direc-
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tion of needle insertion. The static MR images taken in the coronal view shown in
Figure 6.12(b) and in the sagittal view shown in Figure 6.12(c) confirm the needle
position relative to the target by replacing the needle with an MRI marker through
the guiding cannula. The targeting error in this trial is determined to be 0mm and
the procedure time from taking the registration MR images till the needle hit the





(a) Selected three frames from continuous MRI monitoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches
the target. The imaging sequence parameters are TE/TR = 1.51/4.1ms, flip angle = 10
◦, bandwidth =
1302Hz/pixel, FoV = 300× 300mm, matrix = 192× 192, slice thickness = 3mm.
Target
Cannula Tip
(b) The coronal MR image that verifies the needle
position after replacing the needle with an MRI
marker through the guiding cannula. The imaging
sequence parameters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms,
flip angle = 87◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel,
FoV = 300× 300mm, matrix = 256× 256, slice
thickness = 3mm.
(c) The sagittal MR image that verifies the needle
position after replacing the needle with an MRI
marker through the guiding cannula. The imaging
sequence parameters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms,
flip angle = 90◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel,
FoV = 175× 200mm, matrix = 224× 256, slice
thickness = 4mm.
Figure 6.12: MR images taken as the needle approaches the target in the
chicken breast in the fifth insertion trial.
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6. The experimental result of the sixth trial insertion is shown in Figure 6.13. Fig-
ure 6.13(a) shows three representative frames from the continuous MR images
monitoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches the target of the screw tip:
the left image shows the target screw along with the needle at the entry point; the
middle image shows the needle touches the embedded screw; and the right image
shows that the screw has been scraped by the needle and moves along the direction
of needle insertion. The static MR images taken in the coronal view with the needle
shown in Figure 6.13(b) and with the MRI marker inserted through the guiding can-
nula shown in Figure 6.13(c) confirm the needle position relative to the target. The
targeting error in this trial is determined to be 0mm and the procedure time from
taking the registration MR images till the needle hit the target is approximately 17
minutes.
As summarized in Table 6.2, the robot comes within 4mm of the target location
six times during the seven trials, with the targeting being perfect four times as shown in
Figure 6.7, 6.8, 6.12, and 6.13. During the second trial, the target is missed by about
8.2mm. This error can be attributed to the tissue deformation and movement during the
robotic manipulation. The average time from initial imaging to hitting the target for the
three trials performed on the chicken breast is 20.67± 3.51 minutes.
Force feedback data has also been collected during the seven ex vivo targeting trials.
Figure 6.14 shows a typical force profile that was obtained in the second trial when the
needle was inserted into the pig’s thigh. The force along the direction of needle insertion






(a) Selected three frames from continuous MRI monitoring in the sagittal view as the needle approaches
the target. The imaging sequence parameters are TE/TR = 1.51/4.1ms, flip angle = 10
◦, bandwidth =
1302Hz/pixel, FoV = 300× 300mm, matrix = 192× 192, slice thickness = 3mm.
Needle Tip
Target
(b) The coronal MR image that shows the needle
position relative to the target screw. The imaging
sequence parameters are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms,
flip angle = 87◦, bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel,




(c) The coronal MR image that verifies the nee-
dle position after replacing the needle with an
MRI marker. The imaging sequence parameters
are TE/TR = 2.46/440ms, flip angle = 87
◦,
bandwidth = 320Hz/pixel, FoV = 300 ×
300mm, matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness =
3mm.
Figure 6.13: MR images taken as the needle approaches the target in the
chicken breast in the sixth insertion trial.
the needle is inserted into the tissue. The peak force observed is approximately 1.5N.
After about t = 1700 s force drop is observed due to the tissue relaxation and the needle
penetrating further into the tissue layers.
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Table 6.2: Summary of the seven evaluation tests for the surgical system
performing needle insertion under continuous MRI guidance
(a) Targeting error of the seven trials








Average 2.14 ± 3.12
(b) Procedure time of the last three trials




Average 20.67 ± 3.51



































Figure 6.14: Insertion force profile measured when the needle is inserted
into the pig’s thigh
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6.3 In Vivo Targeting Test under MR Guidance
After extensive ex vivo experiments have been performed using either pig’s thigh or
chicken breast, in vivo experiment using live animal has been conducted to evaluate the
master-slave system. Though a few in vivo experiments have been conducted and more
than one successful experiment has been performed, this section presents the data for
only one successful experiment. A Yorkshire pig weighing approximately 48 kg is used
and the protocol has been approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee (IACUC). The pig is anesthetized using Telazol + xylazine with 0.25% bipuvacaine
prior to transporting to the MRI center. Anesthesia is continued as needed while the
veterinarian staff monitored the animal during the course of the complete experiment by
periodic measurement of blood pressure, heart rate, etc. The pig is placed in the mag-
net sideways in the head first position as shown in Figure 6.15 and the robotic system is
placed at the edge of the magnet on the table top in its default position. An MR visible
marker is also attached to the tip of the fixing tube of the slave robot so that identification
of its location is possible through MR. An 8-channel body array coil is used to image the
pig.
High-resolution images of the thigh muscles of the hind leg are obtained using T1-
weighted FLASH sequence (TE/TR = 2.46/440ms, flip angle = 87
◦, matrix = 192 ×
192×35, slice thickness = 3mm, 0.78mm in-plane resolution), and the targeting location
is chosen to be 1.5 cm anterior to the femoral bone as shown in Figure 6.16(A) in both the
coronal and sagittal planes.
Once the target is determined, the best trajectory to the target is chosen and the
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Figure 6.15: In vivo experimental setup in the MRI targeting the femoral
bone
slave robot is actuated to line up with the target. Figure 6.16 shows the MR visible
marker (circled in cyan) in line with the target (circled in red). Also shown in the images
is the entry point (green oval) on the pig skin. Once the slave robot is aligned with the
target, the MR table is retracted from the center of the magnet bore and an incision is
made in the skin at the location the robot is pointing. After the incision is made the
pig along with the robot is moved back into the scanner and imaging is resumed. High
resolution images are obtained to ensure that the slave robot is still in position to advance
the needle towards the target. Dynamic images are then obtained with the slave robot
while advancing the needle to the target using rapid imaging sequence (FLASH sequence,
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Figure 6.16: High-resolution coronal (left) and sagittal (right) spot images
at different phases of targeting: (A) target (red circle) being
identified and the robot moved into position to move towards
the target; (B) mid-point of targeting; (C) needle reaching the
final target location.
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Figure 6.17: Sample dynamic images in the sagittal plane as the needle is
advanced towards the target.
TE/TR = 1.5/4.1−8ms, flip angle = 10◦, matrix = 192× 192, slice thickness = 3mm,
1.56mm in-plane resolution) with a frame rate of 2.5 frames per second. Figure 6.17
shows some frames from the dynamic session where the needle is advancing towards the
target.
Figure 6.16(B) shows the spot high-resolution images with the needle at the mid-
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Figure 6.18: Insertion force profile measured when the needle is inserted
into the thigh muscles of the hind leg of the live pig
point towards the target and Figure 6.16(C) shows successful targeting of the planned
location.
Figure 6.18 shows the force feedback data. Similar to the results observed in the ex
vivo experiments, the needle insertion force is zero prior to the needle tissue contact and
rises sharply when the needle is inserted into the tissue. Peak force over 6N is observed
which is much higher compared to the peak force observed in the ex vivo experiments and
shorter relaxation time is also observed in the in vivo experiment. The total time taken
from setting up the system to reaching the target takes slightly more than 50 minutes.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, the results of the evaluation experiments have been presented in detail.
The MRI-compatibility test shows that the operation of the teleoperated surgical system
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does not induce any visually-detectable artifact though the robot might induce field in-
homogeneities at the periphery of the phantom. Under continuous MRI guidance, the ex
vivo targeting experiment can achieve over 85% success rate, and the in vivo targeting
experiment on a live pig has been performed successfully using about 50 minutes. These




Conclusions and Future Works
7.1 Conclusions
The goal of this project is to develop a teleoperated master-slave surgical system with a
MRI-compatible slave robot that can enable the physician to perform needle-based breast
biopsy under continuous MRI guidance. Active work has been carried out by multiple
researchers to develop MRI-compatible surgical robots for various applications, and the
MRI-compatible slave robot developed here is one of the few that has the potential to
perform breast biopsies. It employs pneumatic actuation for the majority of the DOFs
and is teleoperated using a dedicated master robot. The teleoperation system also uses
a GUI program that can assist the physician performing the needle insertion task in an
intuitive way. Thorough evaluation experiments have been conducted, including ex vivo
phantom test and in vivo animal test. Based on the research work done and experimental
results obtained in this project, the following conclusions can be made:
• Polymer materials such as Delrin R© and Teflon R© are the most preferred materials
for applications inside the MRI since they are both nonmagnetic and dielectric. For
structural parts that require higher mechanical stiffness and strength that polymer
materials cannot provide, titanium is the most ideal material when manufacturing
cost and machining capability are less of a concern. The economical alternatives
are brass (Alloy 360) and aluminum (Alloy 3601) that render limited magnetic field
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interference in the MRI environment. However, when using those non-magnetic
materials, the metal volume should be minimized and be placed as far away from
the scanning center as possible.
• Pneumatic actuation leads to least magnetic field interference compared to other
actuation techniques and causes negligible MR image quality degradation and SNR
loss, though achieving dynamic performance and millimeter-scale positioning ac-
curacy can be a challenge. Piezo motor can provide better dynamics and positioning
accuracy at the cost of modest image quality degradation and SNR loss in the MR
images, and should be placed as far away from the scanner center as permitted.
Also, the actuation force and speed of the piezo motor is limited.
• The slave robot and its prototype, both of which are developed with the aforemen-
tioned materials and actuation techniques, are MRI-compatible based on the results
of the MRI experiments.
• The kinematic analysis shows that the developed slave robot has 6 DOFs. The
three-link parallel mechanism can provide one translational DOF and two rota-
tional DOFs and is accompanied by two additional coupled translational DOFs,
and hence, moves the mobile platform in 6-D space. The slave robot can be used to
adjust the needle orientation and position to perform needle insertion tasks.
• The most challenging aspect of pneumatic actuation inside the MRI environment
is the slow response due to the long transmission lines and the nonlinear friction
force. Despite these challenges, accurate positioning of 1mm can be achieved with
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controllers based on SMC control or PID with friction compensation.
• With negligible time delay introduced by the local network communication, the
master and the slave robot of the teleoperation system can be directly connected
with reasonable dynamic performance.
• Based on the ex vivo and in vivo MRI experiments, the developed teleoperated
surgical system can fulfil its designed functions and perform needle insertion tasks
with high success rate (over 85%). Such surgical system can potentially be used in
clinical applications with further development.
7.2 Contributions
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first MRI-compatible master-slave robotic sys-
tem that has been developed to enable breast biopsy under continuous MRI using long
pneumatic transmission lines. Though the robotic system is not yet suitable for clinical
trials, this dissertation presents extensive work that has been done towards achieving that
goal. The contributions presented in this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
• Designed and developed the MRI-compatible breast biopsy slave robot:
– Developed a prototype MRI-compatible slave robot consisting of a three-link
parallel mechanism that could provide needle orientation adjustment and a
needle driver that could perform needle insertion using screw motion;
– Based on the prototype robot, developed a 6-DOF slave robot that is able to
assist the physician perform breast biopsy needle insertion inside the MRI;
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– Derived the inverse kinematics of the three-link parallel mechanism using
screw theory and presented the forward kinematics with detailed result.
• Studied the pneumatic control over long transmission lines for applications inside
the MRI based on a 1-DOF prototype device:
– Developed pneumatic controllers using SMC technique for proportional pres-
sure valves;
– Developed pneumatic controllers using PID technique with friction compen-
sation for proportional mass flow rate valve.
• Developed the master robot for intuitive operation of the slave robot:
– Established actuator level kinematics map between the master and the slave
robot;
– Developed the control strategy for the master robot to work as an intuitive
manipulation interface to the slave robot.
• Developed the GUI program for visualization of the slave robot and assembled the
virtual components in the OpenGL environment using the derived kinematics.
• Evaluated of the master-slave surgical system experimentally:
– Conducted experiments to validate the MRI-compatibility of the slave robot;
– Performed ex vivo phantom targeting tests and achieved six successful needle
insertions out of seven trials;
– Carried out in vivo targeting experiments successfully.
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7.3 Future Works
The possible directions for future work in this area are:
• Improve the engineering design of the slave robot to make it smaller and more rigid
with less metal components. Work can also be carried out to increase the mobility
of the slave robot, such as installing it on a mobile table, so that the burden of
preparing the robot on the MRI scanner bed would be lessened;
• Redesign the needle driver of the slave robot so that standard clinical instruments
can be mounted with quick-release capability;
• Investigate the design of the slave robot for redundant sensing and actuation, as
well as the incorporation of safety mechanisms.
• Improve the design of the master robot to make its size smaller and its operation
more intuitive;
• Further investigate the control of pneumatic cylinders over long transmission lines.
Mechanical damping mechanism can also be included to facilitate controller design;
• Incorporate more features in the GUI program to facilitate the operation of the
surgical system, such as: a) communicating with the MRI scanner to render the MR
images along with the CAD model of the robot, b) performing online simulation for
the slave robot according to the instantaneous commanded configuration from the
master to compensate the slow response of the slave robot, c) providing trajectory
planning for the needle insertion, and d) enabling the rotation of the needle about
any spatial point specified by the user.
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